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CO-EDITORIfil

Political issues have no place on
this page, and most have little or no
connection with square dancing. The
current proposals concerning energy
conservation and gas consumption do
have a direct bearing on the activity.
The controversy stems from gas rationing plans versus higher taxes (prices) for gas. Which proposal would be
better for square dancing? It's hard to
tell, but from where we sit, here's how
it looks to us.
Take rationing first. If a dancer
couple is allotted a certain amount of
gas per week, this would be used for
transportation to work and for necessary trips first. If both work, or one
must travel even a small distance to a
job, there will be little "extra" gas left
for driving to the club dance.
If, however, prices are higher per
gallon, but gas is available, economyminded dancers will car-pool to events,
as well as to work, and there will be
ways to reach that favorite club dance
or special event without searching for
extra rations of gas.
So far we've only looked at the
dancers' use of gas for entertainment,
but the plight of the caller is more
serious, especially for those who have
made calling a professional career.
Most callers have expended time and
money in getting their calendars
booked a year or two in advance. It
seems sad that their livelihoods should
be jeopardized when many other phases of entertainment are flourishing.
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Only in a real state of national emergency should there be a ban on recreation and non-essential businesses.
Let's admit it. Gas rationing will
spell disaster for even the "weekend"
callers who travel a limited area. It will
be catastrophic for "traveling" callers.
Few callers will be able to manage
honestly on the amounts of gas now
being proposed for rationing. Dance
bookings will have to be cancelled
outright.
The situation if prices are raised
looks slightly better. Callers will pass
along the increased costs of gas in
their fees, and some clubs will not be
able to meet the increases, but some
will. Agreements to book or cancel
can be negotiated by clubs and callers.
Callers will have time during which
they are fulfilling current commitments, to book judiciously a schedule
they can live with. Clubs will take
another look at callers and fees, and
book those they know will be successful in calling a good dance to a full
hall.
What do you think? Do let us know,
but don't forget to let your congressman know, too. He's where the decision
will be made.
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ta tut

Thank you for the coverage in the
December issue about the European
College. We sure do appreciate it. We'll
try and let you know the outcome
once it's all over.
Tom Crisp
APO New York
On behalf of our British square dancing friends we want to thank you for
mentioning their forthcoming European Dance Jamboree in the January
1975 issue of American Squaredance.
We are sending the President of the
British Association of S/D Clubs a copy of the article. We know he will be
very pleased to learn of your cooperation in promoting their Jamboree.
Our thanks also for the report of
our visit to England. We hope that our
hosts will say, "By jove, those Yanks
really did enjoy themselves."
Congratulations on the thirtieth anniversary of American Squaredance.
May the years ahead continue to be as
fine as the past.
Steve and Dorothy Musial
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
We have as of September 1974 organized a square and round dance club
for Cumberland County, Nova Scotia.
Our club dances every Tuesday, except
the third one) at the Experimental
Farm, Nappan, Nova Scotia. The caller
for the club is Mr. Ancil Mills who also
conducts class square dancing on Thursdays. We would like your readers to
know about our club. We welcome
square and round dance tourists to
join us when in the area. Telephone:
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902-667-8886.
Vivian & John Warwick
Amherst, Nova Scotia
We hope you will forgive us for being so late with our Thank You for the
lovely page you gave Y Circle 8 in the
January issue under your special feature, "Best Club Trick." This gave
YO8's endeavors an unexpected and
most appreciated prominence.
Thanks a million for the complimentary copy — this delighted the
President, Bob and Janet Fremont,
Paul and Gerry Wahl, General Chairmen for the '75 Cancer Benefit Dance,
as well as the entire membership. It
made Jim and me happy 'cause we
could keep our copy for our library.
The magazine is proudly displayed on
our club bulletin board, for all to see.
Again, please accept our warmest
thanks and regards for a tremendous
magazine that truly aids and abets the
square dance movement in the finest
tradition.
Jim & Mickey Morris
St. Louis, Missouri
I am wondering if you can help us
find out how many Flutterwheel
Clubs there are across the country,
and how we can find the address of
someone in the clubs. We know of
two Flutter-wheels clubs here in Pennsylvania, and have -set up a weekend
visit with them. We really had a ball
on the last one. We have talked about
trying something like it on a national
level if we can get anything in the way
of correspondence going.
Carolyn Smith
210 Winter St.
Duboistown, Pennsylvania 17701

Can anyone anywhere help us in locating an old square dance singing call
record, with calls either written or
sung? We are anxious to get "Buttons
and Bows" to use as a theme song for
our club. Possibly it may be on a 78
rpm, as it was way back!
Bobbie Rowland
Billings, Montana

SIT BACK AND THINK

SPRING IS IN THE AIR
SUMMER IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER ....
THERE'S SO MUCH TO LOOK FORWARD TO ....
VACATION .... SPECIALS .... TRAVEL
NEW SIGHTS .... NEW FRIENDS ....
A NEW WORLD OF SQUARE DANCE ADVENTURE...
AND TO BE FULLY INFORMED ABOUT ALL
THE OPTIONS- WATCH FOR OUR BIG
VACATION ISSUE- NEXT MONTH ....
PO 00s 7138
SANDuSKV OHIO
• 4870
Pleas* start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is enclosed

AMERICAN SQURRE DRNCE
One Year at S6

Two Years at $10

Canadian and Foreign add 500 per year postage.
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RING AROUND THE CALLER
RING AROUND THE CALLER
If we may corrupt a phrase from
TV (the corruption of phrases is not
new to this column) we'd like to theorize from the ringing soap ad jingle
and say that the whole circular square
dance activity is like a "ring around
the caller".
The caller is the axle around which
the wheel turns. He's the focal point,
and a kaleidescope of patterns gyrates
in an orbit around him. He's the driver,
and the dancers are the "moving parts"
surrounding him that propel the vehicle in an orderly fashion. He's the
teacher/leader, and the "school children" are playing a spirited game at his
direction.
From the viewpoint of the caller,
we must occasionally remind ourselves
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that the axle is worthless without the
wheel, the driver can't drive without
the vehicle, and the teacher can't
teach without the children.
Conversely, the circle would flatten
to an oval and a meaningless, motionless line without an axis. Each component (caller & dancers) is equally dependent on the other. When a mutual
respect for this interdependence is established, harmony and balance and a
"systemized symmetry" is the happy
result.
"Now what the devil are we leading
up to?" you may fire back at us, leeringly.
Nothing of any earth-shaking consequence.
There is one thing we're sure of,
however. There was a delightful deluge
of letters in response to our Caller Caricature Contest in the center pages of
our last issue. Whether it was an interest in the callers themselves or the idea
of winning a prize, we're not sure, but
it took HOURS to check the STARS,
OURS against THARS
Now that the deadline has come and
gone (unless you happened to get this
issue early) we'd like to offer some
clues to those caller identities, and at
the same time point out what a splendid variety of skills and diverse personalities exists within that group. Believe
me, it's fun to "collect" callers, folks.
Want to trade two "Flip" cards for a
Smith and a Taylor?
Take a second glance at that double
page spread of an illustrious "fortyfive".
Callers are generally hard-working,
ingenious, usually pleasant, opportu-

nistic, friendly, and have just enough
ego to thrive on flattery in lieu of sizeable incomes.
Look a little deeper and you'll find
a very human human being.
One by one, there is
The caller who "sticks to his guns"
and always calls a dance using under
75 basics to the delight of thousands
and the consternation of dozens.
The caller who has a brogue thick
enough to cut with a knife, who is loved
in two continents.
The handsome silver-haired caller
who has a resemblance to Charlie Rich,
the country-western star, and once was
mistaken for him on a plane by a stewardess. Says he never had such good
service on any flight before or after.
The young fast-rise caller who almost overnight got booked into seven
regular monthly far-flung clubs to
which he had to fly seven times a
month.
The gold-record caller who, after
entertaining millions on the road and
through his pulsating plastic platters,
finally parked his car.
The big bearded one whose lovely
wife appeared at a banquet wearing an
"Oh" and "Awe-full" turquoise and
silver necklace worth an annual caller's
salary plus half a hundred-gallon oil
boom.
The guy who looks over his crowd
most every night and says, "Golly,
we're down a bit — only fifty squares".
The sharp, PDQ caller and sound
expert who knows his ohms, his V's &
W's, and works as a CPA.
The short caller who chose to go
"longways".
The eastern caller who built a reputation around a gourmet theme.
The brave guy with Indian blood
whose turntable still retains a kind of
rhythmic tomtom beat.
The warbler who has so much magic
in his singing calls he makes the dancers literally climb the walls and walk across the ceiling.
The fellow voted by a thousand
female fans to be "most cuddly".
The generous "country boy" who'd

give you the "shirt off his back", sequins and all.
The "swift" guy who seems to be
teaching the whole U.S. Air Force to
dance.
The lad who has a wonderful way
with "coconuts".
We could go on and on
but we
won't. Long may the swinging ring be
rung around the caller!
Last fall we picked up the phone to
dial Western Union to send a telegram
to Marshall Flippo. You know how it
is these days. To get Western Union
you dial an "800" number, which (we
suppose) could relay you to any point
in a large geographic region.
We started the conversation like
this: "We'd like to send a telegram to
Marshall Flippo, who's in
in
The operator interrupted us "
Kirkwood this fall season, probably "
"But operator", we said, picking
ourselves up from the floor, "How did
?"
you know

RyoNE
rNowS
"Nothing to it," came the smiling
answer. "I'm from a square dance
family. Keep smiling. I'll take your
message now."
Saints preserve us! What a small
world after all!
Although it is proportionately nonspectacular, we wince a bit, nevertheless, to see some leading "name" callers doing a little RE-MATE the thar
(that's subtle, but not exactly a dance
figure). Just a realistic reflection of the
times nowadays, right, Zachariah? In
the "olden" days we thought the
"ship" sailed better with a FIRST mate
than a SECOND mate. To each his own.
Check. Check-mate.
Didn't John Ward say, poetically,
in this magazine, "Chain those ladies
to the opposite man? — Would you
7

like some opposite lady CHAINED to
you ?"
For my "druthers", I 'II stay
"chained" to my co-ed, if you please!
Whoever would put the polish on this
magazine, otherwise? The little red
hen? (Keep thinking that way —
co-ed.)
Bumper sticker — "Librarians make
NOVEL lovers."
Better bumper sticker — "Square
dancers have HOOF and MOUTH disease — HOOF all night, MOUTH about
it all day" — Harris.
Traveling through Pennsylvania, I
saw a barn sign, printed boldly —
"M00-tel".
Later on the same trip, I saw a mailbox set up ten feet high, labeled "AIR
MA I L".
Why? Wry. Dutch wry, that is.

American Squaredance Subscription Dances
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, Mar. 1
Contact: Bob & Jane Jaffray
WESLACO, TEXAS, Sunday, March 9
Contact: Charles Lillagore
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS area, March 11
Contact: Dave Allen
CHARLESTON, WV; Friday, March 14
Contact: Erwin Lawson
BURLINGTON, IOWA; Mon, April 14
Contact: Charlotte & Bill Kunze
LAKE PLACID, NY; April 15
Contact: Phil & Mary McKinney
MUSKEGON, MICH., Thurs. April 17
Contact: Ken & Dot Gibson
BLUEFIELD, WV: Fri., April 18
Contact: Harry McColgan
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA, April 24
Contact: Bob & Lorrie Morrison
ALTOONA, PA., Thursday, April 29
Contact: Charles & Doris Blair

Just returned from a fabulous Florida tour in balmy 80° temperature —
for February that is mighty nice!
The tour got kicked off in Tifton,
Ga. ("peach" of a subscription dance,
thanks to Ed & Wilma Hawkins); then
in Orlando (callers clinic and dance
for Saunders, Robinson and the gang);
a chance to ride the elephant in Barnum
City (see Jan. issue, p. 38); fun with
the Promenaders of West Palm; great
date with Art Springer's good bunch
at Seminole (near St. Pete); another
subscription dance near Port St. Lucie
(east coast) set up by transplanted
Clevelanders Jack & Betty Hosken
(Wow — I can't wait to retire to a
beautiful spot like Spanish Lakes);
quick yak-fest with Jack Lasry (Miami)
and a first-hand look at his fabulous
hall and festive fare (see April, '73, p.
36); and finally, a swing into Virginia
Beach again, where the unimitable
Riptides, waved on by Larry & Mary
Lawson, broke all attendance records
to date for a subscription dance.
Speaking of records, I'm at the
final groove of my long-play disc for
the month. I'll needle you again in about thirty days.
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SPRINGDALE, ARKANSAS, May 22
Contact: Dub Hayes
WATERTOWN, SD: Wednesday, May 28
Contact: Perry Bergh
GOODLAND, KS; Sunday, June 8
Contact: George & Marie Edwards
KIRTLAND, OHIO, Tuesday, June 17
Contact: Russ Perfors
WEAVER, ALABAMA; Fri., June 20
Contact: Ralph Curry
CANON CITY, COLO.; Fri., July 10
Contact: Roy & Billie Gawthrop
MEMPHIS, TENN. area, Wed. July 23
Contact: Eddie Ramsey
MINERVA. NY; August 13
Contact: Mary & Bill Jenkins
MANILA, ARK., Thurs. Sept. 13
Contact: Gene Trimmer
CHARDON, OHIO, Sept. 12
Contact: Ray Marsch
SMYRNA, GA; Thursday, Sept. 18
Contact: John Swindle
BROCKVILLE, ONT. CAN. Sept. 25
Contact: Mary & !riven Abrams
DOROTHY, NJ; Friday, Oct. 10
Contact: Ralph Trout
TOLEDO, OHIO, Sunday, Oct. 12
Contact: Jun & Mary Batema
WYOMING. MI, Tuesday. Oct. 14
Contact: Frank Randall
DENVER, COLORADO, Fri., Oct. 24
Contact: Harold Davis
LYNCHBURG, VA: Thurs. Dec. 4
Contact: Paul & Nancy Childers
TIFTON, GA; Fri, Dec. 5 (tent.)
Contact: Ed & Wilma Hawkins
MACON, GA; Fri. Jan. 9. 1976
Contact: Jim Tyler
ALTOONA, PA: Thurs. Mar. 17, 1976
Contact: Charles & Doris Blair

CONNIONICIATME

by Bill Stone
Bremerton, Washington
Given at Washington Seminar, 1974

The subject I would like to cover
has to do with communications between the square dance caller and
clubs, both his home clubs and the
clubs for which he is hired to call special dances. Communication between
these people is a must. As Ernie Kinney said, "People are our product."
Without people, we as callers, or club
members, have no square dancing. We
must have people. So, keeping people
in mind, we must now look toward
communication.
As all callers know, without communication a square dance caller doesn't exist. He has to communicate with
the people with clarity both of voice
and meaning. He also has to be understood, both in what he thinks and in
what he says. His speech has to be
such that it carries well.
Person to person communication:
If you tell a child to run or an adult
to run, and they run, they understand,

and you have communicated with
them. If you tell a caller, "We would
like you to call for us the fourth," have
you communicated? I don't believe
you have. You made it plain you
would like to have him call for you,
but too much has been left out. It is
poor communication. The fourth of
what? Saturday. Well, that helps, but
no where near enough. It's a Saturday,
let's see, the fourth is on a Saturday.
Also, there is a fourth Saturday in the
month. The club we are talking about
dances on the. first Saturday, so that
must fall on the fourth. This is the
type of communication we can well
do without.
We must have precise communication. We must communicate on the actual "date." We must have the time,
the hour, the length of break time, the
length of tips the caller is anticipated
to call. Where a caller is involved with
out-of-town clubs, or clubs that he does
not call for on a permanent basis with
a contract, we must have total communication or we have a breakdown
in programming. Date and time, alone,
don't mean anything. Twelve o'clock.
Does that ever get us into trouble!
We anticipate Sunday at twelve o'clock
noon. July 19th sounds good. However,
it turns out that the dance started
Saturday night, and we were to call
from twelve midnight to two Sunday
morning. That is quite a miss, so total communication is the thing we
must have.
Communications in the form of
books and flyers we have. There is
communication between clubs, between clubs and callers, between one
caller and another. We have state magazines. These are all good, and these
means of communication must be constantly used and improved. We have to
use both visible communication and
audible communication. These are a
necessity in square dancing, but our
main interest is to cover communication between club and caller. Here I
have very strong feelings, brought
about by past disappointments both
9

of clubs in my performance, and my
feelings about past performances of
clubs. Yet all that was lacking was total communication.
Examples of communications media
are all around us. We deal with them
all the time. One of the poorest is the
telephone. We soon forget half of what
was said on the phone. We have no
reference to the subject, except memory, to hold a date until further communication by letter where particulars
can be put into writing or a contract.
The phone is good communication to
this point.
Poor communication often causes
missing dates, being late for a dance,
teaching a round at the wrong time, or
workshopping a figure at the wrong
time. Be sure and get the evening completely lined out by communicating
in writing.
I have been overpaid for a dance
and I have been underpaid because of
verbal arrangements. Without a written
agreement, you never know what to

GR 14210
LOVE ME

expect. The yearly change of officers
in a club and the booking of dances
from one to two years in advance contribute to the complexity of communication between caller and club.
A contract shou Id be in formal or
in letter form, and should be precise
as to date (day, date, month and year);
time (hour of day, a.m. or p.m. and
from start to finish); place (address,
street, town, zip and type of building,
such as barn or school, with a map if
the caller is not familiar with the area);
fee (in dollars and cents, such as $50
plus $5 per square over ten squares or
$100 for the dance); if you are to furnish a place to stay while there; program (if the caller or the club is to furnish the rounds); when to teach
round of the month, if it is to be
taught; what rounds to play and in
what sequence, or if there is a round
dance teacher for the dance; time of
break for coffee; any other thing to
do with programming of the dance;
the level of your dancers, and if a new

GRENN

BA P.O. BOX 216
TH, OHIO 44210

by Sam & Betty Evans

TIC TOC
by Cliff & Ruth Harry

G R 14211
BIRTHDAY BLUES

GR 12148
EL RANCHO GRANDE
Flip Square by Dick Leger

•

by Jim & Ethel Sudborough

MISS YOU TONIGHT
by Ken & Viola Zufelt

TOP
TOP 25311

TOP 25312

TRA LA LA SUZY

ADMIRATION/TORRENT

Flip square by Mike Litzenberger

Instrumental Hoedown
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figure should be taught during the
evening. Include any other information
to help the caller give your club a
great evening of dancing.
A contract should always be in duplicate, sending both copies to the caller or club with the information on it
and signed by you. The other party
can then review it and write about particulars, sign it and return one copy.
The club knows the caller has then accepted the contract, and can review it
and see what he needs from the club
at the dance.
This is true communication at its
best, because no one wants for information. It is important that there is no information withheld as secrets do not
help either party. Secrecy often leads
to problems when someone takes over
the officer's job at the end of the year.
A regular contract should be discussed and renewed before the start
of each dance season. If the club and
caller have a meeting together and talk
over the year just ending and the corn-

ing one, the past year can be evaluated
and any needed changes can be made.
Frankness in these communications at
this time is an ongoing factor in the
success of a club and caller!
Communications at lesson time are
most important to both caller and
club. Once again, a contract or letter
should be passed between the club and
caller, spelling out the duties of each.
Often the club has someone other than
the club caller teaching lessons. Then
there is a third party with whom to
communicate about club business. If
each party gets a copy of the contract,
communications will be complete. Be
sure to include all the details: time,
date, place, who collects the money,
who makes and furnishes the coffee,
how long lessons are, how much the
cost, fee for caller, and how many lessons in the series (if that is possible).
To have complete communication
with club and caller is certainly the
greatest feeling there is in square dancing!

OUR OWN DIXIE DAISY TRAVELING BAG
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-

An unusually versatile and attractive garment bag of exceptionally strong, lightweight vinyl. It features a diagonal zipper
for easy access, a convenient accessories pocket and even a little see-through window.
Two sizes, 24"x40" for men, 24"x50" for ladies, in bold,
bright red, white and blue.
We're very pleased with this handsome bag; we think you will
be, too. We hope you'll try it at only $2.24 for the men's,
94.01 $2.49 for the lady's, postpaid.

We still have the CLASSIC.
The MAJESTIC with classic styling, glove tanned leather.
Black/white

$14.00

Red/Navy

$15.00

Gold/Sil

516.00

(A) Capezios Brigadoon
$14.00

Blk/Wht

Gold/Sil
$20.00
(B) Capezios U-Shell strap

N - size

6 - 10 (AA)

M-size 4l/2 -10 (B)

Sizes 4-10 with 5/8" heel
N-(AB)
M-(CD)
Sizes 4-10

MACE))
NAAR)
Blk/Wht $14.00
Add $1.00 handling. Md. residents add 4% tax
DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113
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CALLER-LEADER
S-t•••--% DIRECTORY
CONTACT THESE CALLER-LEADERS FOR
THEIR AREA DANCE INFORMATION AND
FOR BOOKINGS AT YOUR CLUB OR EVENT
Perry Bergh
Rt. 1 (605-758-2427)
Florence, SD 57235
Any time, anywhere!
Stan Burdick
Box 788
Sandusky, OH 44870
Bringing the HI and HO
from OHIO
Mike Callahan
147 North Ave.
Hilton, NY 14468
Calling/ Traveling
Full Time
Mal "Pikes" Cameron
RFD 1, Box 97A
Deerfield, NH 03037
The Square Dance
Calling D.J.
Jim Cholmondeley
P.O. Box 3146
Fort Sill, OK 73501
Traveling Weekends
& Holidays

Paul Greer
Rt. 2 Box 2723
Copperas Cove, TX 76522
Calling For Your Pleasure

John & Jessie McKinnon
15413 Steinway Blvd.
Maple Heights, OH 44137
216-662-1987
Your Dancing Pleasure
Our Specialty
Randy Page
341% E. Market St.
Tiffin, OH 44883
Call Randy, He's handy!

Willie Harlan
P.O. Box 338
Vinita, OK 74301
For the Best in
Square Dancing

Rip Riskey (517-339-29461
1852 Lyndhurst Way
Haslett, MI 48840
Calling Designed with
Dancing in Mind

Jim Harris
RFD 5, Box 182
Norwich, CT 06360
Square 'em up with the
Clinton Man!

Buzz Ruis (Weekend dates)
P.O. Box 85
Fontana Dam, NC 28733
Bringing the Fun
from Fontana
Joe Uabelacker
Durfee Road (518-677-30861
Busk irk, NY 12028
Traveling Full Time

Dave "Hash" Hass
P.O. Box 37
East Hampton, CT 06424
NOW booking for 75-76!
Bob Holup
1237 South 5th St.
Wausau, WI 54401
Clubs, Festivals, Workshops
Roger Howell (319-354-2813)
402 Dakota Trail
Iowa City, IA 52240
Calling East & Midwest,
1975-1976

Shag Ulen
Box 92 (614-384-3222)
Wellston, OH 45692
Hash or Song,
You Can't Go Wrong!
Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton, OH 43452
Open dates — Western style

Emanuel Duming
Montebello Apts. 241
5534 Fredericksburg Rd.
San Antonio, TX 78229
Caller Note Service
Dale Eddy
110 Sunset Lane
Marietta, OH 45750
Traveling Full Time

Bob & Pat Lockeby
595 Union Ave.
Grants Pass, OR 97526
Weekends — We guarantee
a good time!

Bob Wickers
P.O. Box 729
Manchester, MO 63011
Traveling full time
Anywhere

Dave & Shirley Fleck
3444 Orchard Trail Dr.
Toledo, CH 43606
Offering rounds for
dancing pleasure!

Rusty McLean
271 Ann St.(203-238-2012)
Meriden, CT 06450
Caller-Cuer; Conn. Callers,
NECCA, CARTS & NECORTA

Rusty Witter
2904 Northeast Drive
Austin, TX 78723
512-926-8524
Booking for 75 &76

Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10
Midland, MI 48640
Now Traveling Full Time

Gary Mahnken (816-394-2667)
Rt.1 Box 66
Corder, MO 64021
Have Mike — Will Travel

Skip Gates
1714 Caney Lake Dr.
Bossier City, LA 71010
Traveling Weekends and
Holidays

Ramon Marsch
10222 Bundyburg NW
Middlefield, OH 44062
Dates in '75 & 76

Clyde Wood (453-2137)
3210 NE 39th St.
Kansas City, MO 64117
Open dates — You ring,
I'll sing!

Lucille Graf (315-735-4635)
2124 Graham Ave.
Utica, NY 13502
The little girl with the
Clear Voice

Bob & Lorrie Morrison
1926 Fairmont Parkway
Erie, PA 16510
Harmony — Will travel
anywhere!

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken, KS 67556
75-77 Calendar Available —
Vinyl Cover
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Web Witter
P. 0. Box 526
Manchaca, TX 78652
Need Dates : East

The Rev. Harold Billnitzer is now publicity director for the Northwest Ohio
Chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society. He asks, "Why not hold
a square dance benefit dance for MS?"
Why not?

new

OUTLOOK +
OUTREACH=
OUTCOME
a
p
liTCOME
by Harold Billnitzer

A new world was before me. I had
just become the pastor of Victory Lutheran Church in Detroit. There were
so many new faces and behind each
face was a unique personality. How
could I ever get to know them all in a
parish where both the men and women
worked during the day and I often
had meetings with church officials in
the evenings.
"Pastor, do you know what?" said
Ralph B., "I was thinking. Quite a
number of us here at the church like
to square dance. We belong to a club..
but we have that fine fellowhsip hall
under the church sanctuary. There are
a few pillars in the way, but I'll bet
you that we could have some mighty
fine socializing and you could get to
know a lot of people if we square
danced there. We never asked the other
pastor about it, but you are new. It
just seems a shame to let fellowship
hall go so unused."
Although one of my brothers in

Texas is a square dance caller and told
me many times about the wonderful
social and physical benefits in square
dancing, I had only tried it once. "Why
not" I said to Ralph, "It might be a
fine way to meet people."
"Pastor," said a lone female dissenter when she heard of the idea, "This
building was built for religious purposes. Let's keep it for the purpose for
which it was intended."
I spent days in turmoil over the
question. Would I really be encouraging a devilish precedent? I had never
heard of square dancers causing any
trouble. Besides, it seemed to be a
source of good clean fun. As far as religious purposes are concerned keeping the body in shape through exercise is surely a "spiritual imperative."
On many other occasions I thought of
the Bible verse about Miriam dancing
for joy. I could see no fault in square
dancing.
After some discussion at the next
church council meeting, permission
13

was granted. A token rental fee that
all outside groups paid was agreed upon. Square dancing was underway at
Victory Lutheran Church — and my
wife and I joined in at the very first
session.
Allemande left and do-sa-do may
not sound as holy as "Let us pray"
or "Glory be to God," but I have
heard a lot worse on church grounds.
During the rest periods or whenever
we would sit out a dance, there were
always people to meet — not only
parishioners, but guests and even prospects for church membership. Whoever thought square dancing was such
an evangelistic tool!
And it was couples together, smiling and laughing! I remember a few
police officers and their wives. The
strains just seemed to leave them as
they danced and laughed. How different it was than a pastoral call on a
home made in the afternoon. "Oh,
pastor," a wife would usually mutter,
"I just wish my husband was here so

KALOX
New on Kalox: K1172 SAN
Flip/Inst. by Dick Han
Recent Releases:
K-1171 The Entertainer by Vaughn Parrish

K-1170 Lowdown Harp/Rollin' Harp
K-1169 Delta Dirt by Bill Peters
K-1168 Sally Johnson/Folsom Prison Rock

you could meet him, too."
Square dancing and Ralph really
helped us get our feet off the ground
in that church. (No pun intended.)
Several years later I said to Ralph,
as I grabbed his hand in fellowship hall
during the coffee hour following a
church service, "Boy, Ralph, I have
really appreciated your faithfulness
these past few years." He was wearing
an apron; it was his day to help make
coffee and serve doughnuts.
At four a.m. two nights later, his
wife called tearfully. My wife and I arrived as fast as we could. Ralph was lying dead on the upstairs bathroom
floor following a heart attack. I had to
call his only daughter in California and
break the sad news.
Shortly thereafter I preached his
funeral sermon. It was a sad day. Ralph
was loved by many people; And I will
always remember him for showing me
that we can square dance to the glory
of God and to the enrichment of the
Christian fellowship.
RED RIVER CALLERS SCHOOL
RED RIVER, NEW MEXICO

Covering All Phases of Calling
June 8 thru 13, 1975

Longhorn
LH-1008 Too Many Rivers — Walt McNeel
LH-1007 That Same Old Way — Lee Swain
LH-1006 The Older The Violin—C. Poland
LH-1005 Dum Dum Walt McNeel

A New Concept in Round Dance Records:
11-260-A Sermonette—Two step & Basic
Teaching Record by Bud & Shirley Parrott
1st. Band Music only; 2nd band, cues
by C.O. Guest
R-260-13 Those Flirtin' Eyes— Two step by
Alvin & Mildred Boutillier; 1st band, Music
only; 2nd band, cues by Alvin BoutlIller.

KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, Texas 75149
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STAFF:
C. 0. Guest
Bailey Campbell
Jon Jones
Art Hodge

For complete details, write:
C.O. Guest
2832 Live Oak Drive
Mesquite, Texas 75149
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by Lannie McQuaide
Columbus, Ohio

The music seems to syncopate,
And it does sort of scintillate.
I guess it ought to motivate
And cause me to reciprocate.
My mind I try to activate
And cause myself to circulate
Among my friends,
And with them to coordinate,
But the thoughts in my head
Begin to rotate
And myself I have to isolate.
These similar sounding calls frustrate.
The next one will infuriate!
All these calls I've tried to collate.
I guess I left out minilate.
Not only in dancing does that one harry
It's not even in the English dictionary!

A§ Bill Peters'
7Callers' College
August 31 to September 6, 1975
at fabulous FUN VALLEY square dance resort
in South Fork, Colorado

Chief Instructors
Bill Peters
plus special
guest faculty
Jim Hilton
Bill Davis

Bill Peters' Caller's School offers a unique six-day
training program covering the total function and
technique of a modern caller, with special emphasis
on leadership training and on upgrading each student's ability to develop and call effective patter
presentations. Timing and teaching are also stressed.
Students are assigned to learning groups based on
their own level of knowledge and experience.
Fun Valley offers first-rate cabin or motel accomodations (American Plan), as well as modern trailer
hook-ups. Write now for full particulars.

BILL PETERS 5046 Amondo Drive, San Jose, California 95129
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01111P-HTS
by the Perrys
Batesville, Arkansas

Today my husband and I had to
make one of the most difficult decisions in our life. Tho I know in my
heart we could do nothing else, I'm
sad and in utter turmoil because it had
to come to this. I feel as if a part of me
is gone or that I've lost a very dear
friend. It's not something that just
happened. There has been a gradual
build up. We've known it was coming
for a long time and we've tried to ward
it off, correct or contribute something
to change what we knew would be the
outcome — our resignation from our
square dance club.
What I'm wondering is how unique
is our problem? Articles are being
written recognizing that there is a
dropout problem. Our Arkansas State
Federation Newsletter states that our
state carries over only a 30% retention
of dancers each year and asks, "How
can we keep our experienced dancers"?
Perhaps if we explore together what
prompted our decision, a little light
will be shed on the subject and surely
someone, some club will benefit.
We started dancing two years ago, a
little reluctantly, I admit, but after
that first lesson a lifetime love affair
with the art and aims of square dancing began. We couldn't (and still haven't) get enough of it. When we started
the club had eight couples and our
class numbered thirteen couples. Because our number one caller was driving 150 miles to call for us, he started
one of the members to teach and call
for the club and teach the class. No
real training. I guess you'd say our
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caller no. 2 learned right along with us.
By the time our class graduated
cliques (villain no. 1) had formed. Our
inexperienced caller (villain no. 2) was
baffled and didn't know what to do.
Caller no. 2's mom and dad were related to the president, who in turn was
related to the club's tre;surer, who in
turn was related to someone else so
you add family problems (villain no.
3). At this point we started class number two. Ten couples graduated in
June; by Christmas only two graduating couples remained. A third class was
started with no cooperation, plenty of
feuding and fussing and ended up with
only one single graduating.
The club divided itself into two
warring sides with only two or three
couples remaining truly neutral. The
two factions had another go-round.
Our president and treasurer resigned along with several couples. Nine couples
left. Villains no. 4 and no. 5 entered
the picture — boredom and financial
trouble. We cut our dance nights down
to two a month. New officers were elected but we still suffered from lack
of organization, planning, fun and true
fellowship. "For the good of the club"
were just empty words. A visitor would
get royal treatment but a member
would only get a nod. Thus villain no.
6 raised its ugly head — abuse, mis-use
and the ignoring of club structure,
rules and by-laws.
They have started a new class with
3-1 /2 squares. One square consists of
teenagers or children of the couples enContinued on Page 68

REJECTS
by Fred Jones
Duchesne, Utah

Picking up the receiver, I gave the
usual "hello", and the voice at the
other end of the line answered:
"Hello Fred, this is Dottie."
"No kidding; you sound more like
Dracula."
"Alright, alright, you don't have to
give me a bad time, you asked me to
keep you informed. If you want the
news, apologize. I didn't have to call
you, you know."
"Sorry Dottie, but I know you're a
good sport or I wouldn't have said it.
What's the news?"
"Well, you know Blackburns have
been having a rough time in Rob's class;
now Rob is going to ask the board of
directors to ask them to drop out. He
says the other dancers won't dance in
their square and they're just holding up
progress for everyone."
"When does the board meet?"
"Friday night at Baylors' house."
"You going to be there, Dottie?"
"Sure am, what about you ?"
"Don't want to but this time I think
they're pushing too hard. I think we
owe it to all the beginners to try to stop
this sort of thing, even though it won't
do much good."
"From what I hear, the board will
do whatever Rob asks."
Our conversation took place on
Wednesday evening the day after the
regular class. The news was not a big
surprise, but it was the first time that
anyone had ever considered asking a
couple sincerely interested in learning
to square dance to drop out of a class.
It didn't seem right. Blackburns were

never late to class, had never missed a
class and really wanted to learn. Something was wrong and I resolved that
that Friday night I would go to the
board meeting, and even though I was
not a member, speak my piece.
It was interesting to reflect on the
changes that had come to pass since
the club had been organized back in
1964. For its first five years we had
danced to records, with a professional
caller coming once or twice a year. We
paid a dollar a dance and used the
money for records and a Newcomb
record player. Our dances were held in
a garage, liquor store, furniture store,
or anywhere we could beg or rent a
hall. Our numbers were few, two or
rarely three squares, but we always had
fun.
Several years ago, Rob had moved to
the valley and, after joining another
club, joined ours and became very active. He had, at his disposal, the largest
hall in the valley; although he said it
would cost us Si 25 a night to rent the
hall, after he became a member of the
club he rented it for $25 a night for
big caller dances. Then he told the club
that they could use it for free if they
would let him teach the beginners'
class. This, of course, the club did and
I lost the job of teaching the beginners, a job I really enjoyed.
I remember when Rob talked the
club into buying a new record player.
He said the old 25-watt Newcomb didn't have the power and was getting too
old. We needed at least 80 watts of
Continued on Page 69
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"Always call the
CLINTON way!"

HIGH PERFORMANCE SOUND SYSTEMS
MODEL P 120M

120 WATTS

Light weight — only 23 lbs.
120 Peak Watt output
Skip-proof "floating" turntable
Outstanding clarity
Reserve power for largest halls
Internal monitor, VU meter,
Dual mike inputs, full tone
controls, etc.

240 WATTS
MODEL P-240-M
The most powerful portable equipment
available. Includes all features
of P-120M plus these extras:
Built-in strobe
Variable or music-only monitor
Dual channels — two complete
independent amplifiers.
Will drive 4 XP9OR sound columns
for convention use
XP-90
XP-90R
Sound Column
PRICE LIST
P-240M System
P-240M Amplifier (Brown)

P-120MI System
$635.00

XP-90 Sound Column (Brown) $159.00
$ 37.80
EV-631A Microphone
Remote music adapter for
EV-631A & P-240M Amplifier $ 25.00

P-120M1 Amplifier (Blue)
XP-90 Sound Column (Blue)

$395.00

EV-631 Microphone

$ 37.80

$159.00

Remote music adapter for
EV-631A & P-120MI Amp.

$ 25.00

Shipping charge extra. Write for 'Package" prices. Tel. (203) 669-7548
CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., Dept. A, Boston Post Rd., Clinton, Conn. 06413
Also order from B-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, 0. Ph. 419-433-2188
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RETHINK YOUR PUBLICITY

e

Stan Burdick, Huron, Ohio, Moderator
Jim Maczko, Solana Beach, California
Jocko Manning, Beltsville, Maryland.
Gloria Reid, Lakewood, California

-NATI9NAL
VrO „WEEK
l'E.AtiT::`•;!*:";
Hidden in the panel resumes from
San Antonio are many gems to be used
by clubs to their advantage. Here are
some ideas from the "Publicity" discussion group:
Jocko Manning advises the use of
professional-looking flyers, and accuracy in making them. "Use the five W's—
what, who, when, where and why.
Publicize square dancing, not yourself.
A caller who is not publicizing square
dancing is doing square dancing a disservice. Have benefit dances to help
people like the blind, the cancer society." (See Page 13. — Ed.)
Gloria Reid added later that it is
very important that every printed flyer
have the name of the organization, the
time of the dance, the place of activity,
the day of the week, the date and the
hour. Including a phone number is
good if further information is needed.
Another gimmick to be used when
we are on our jobs is a little badge to
be worn as a civilian which has a little
circle and a square, and says "JOIN,"
just enough to attract someone's interest. It will give you the opportunity
to tell people what square dancing is,
why you are doing it, and why it is so
much fun. You can also tell them how
it will give them an opportunity to
meet other people.
In Gloria Reid's club, the Bachelors
and Belles, there are different problems or experiences than in regular
clubs. Publicity has to be a little bit

different to appeal to a vast group of
individuals of various races and nationalities. Membership lists are not available to all club members. She has one
of the few lists and she is called for
information. She does not give out
phone•numbers but tells the individual
calling that if he will give her his phone
number, she will contact the girl and
have her return his call. Many girls do
not want their phone numbers given
out or posted on bulletin boards.
Want-ads in newspapers have
brought them many single dancers.
The ads read: "Wanted: Men to dance
with, good place on weekends."
All publicity does not come from
the printed word. Sometimes, from
doctors' offices, square dancing is prescribed as therapy. In shopping malls,
square dancing is used for promotion
of sales. It is wise to have flyers and
posters at these demonstrations for advertising classes, but word of mouth
should be used too.
Radio and television are excellent
if plans can be worked out. Gloria gave
an account of her last-minute television
appearance in California without preparation, which was very hectic, but
worked out well and was good publicity for the California State Convention.
Preliminary plans should be made if at
all possible.
Jim Maczko stated that publicizing
special events range from fund-raising
dances, anniversary dances, to associa19

tion or federation level where regional
clubs combine to hold a special event,
all the way to the state organization
holding state events, and the National
Convention. Media include flyers, posters, and publications. When you get
to regional or state, you get into newspaper publicity and media outside the
square dance field. Flyers in order to
be attractive should be colorful.
Stan Burdick stated that a revolution has taken place: the cost of printing has gone down. The invention of
the off-set process has helped greatly.
A quick-print process is cheaper and
faster. One hundred copies can be obtained while you wait at a cost of $5.
The copy is laid out and camera-ready.
One thousand copies may cost only
$10 or one cent a copy. Some people
are going to supermarkets and asking
the manager if a stack of flyers can be
put on the checkout counters where
one can be placed in each grocery bag.
Herman Insall pointed out that
newspapers want the unusual angle
that will make for good publicity.
Holiday Inn agreed a few years ago
to distribute square dance brochures
nationwide. No one followed through
on a national basis. It was pointed out
that this offer still stands. Inn personnel will put a standard sheet in their
display racks, especially if you tell the
manager that you have been authorized
to put these in the racks.
It is never too early to start publicizing events which are scheduled
usually a year in advance. Keep furnishing material to the media from

time to time. Overall general chairmen
need to let publicity people know
where the event will be, specifically
when, what it will cost, and who will
be there. Publicity people are at the
mercy of every other committee chairman until they get necessary information.
Don't forget the local press, radio,
and TV want to have information to
announce just before the event. Send
individual copies for each; carbons are
an indication that everyone has received the same copy and it may end
in the wastebasket. It will help to seek
a personal interview with the person
involved with your event, who may arrange a special feature if you go several
weeks ahead of time.
Remember the two national S/D
magazines have vacation issues and will
list special events regularly; so do local
magazines. Note their deadlines and
send information early.
Concerning publicity in weekly papers, it was pointed out that when a
person takes an article with a picture
to the newspaper, he is doing that paper a favor. Instead of begging them to
include the information, he should
state that this is material they will be
interested in, and he is giving it to
them to help them out.
Radio is sometimes a neglected medium. A personal visit to the station
and a talk to someone on the news
staff is important.
Publicity is the life-blood of square
dancing. All square dancers are their
own publicity agents.

C. R. O. W. D.
CENTRAL REGISTRY OF WORLD DANCERS

FREE INFORMATION
N SQUARE DANCING AROUND THE WORLD
WRITE TO:
MARV & SYL LEIBOWITZ
213 Winn Ave. Universal City, TX. 78148
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Encore
by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO

—

March 1950

Ruth Britton plugged her amplifier
in at a new dance the other night but
it wouldn't work right. It kept going
off and on. Ruth searched for loose
connections but could find nothing
wrong. Finally she asked the janitor if
the circuit was all right. "The circuit's
all right", he informed her, "but you
happen to have your set plugged in the
Christmas tree blinker socket."
From Guy Merrell's Standardization
of Square Dancing:
Allemande left -- the starting point
of the tangle.
First couple — that empty space in
each set nearest caller.
Corner man — any man who will
look her way.
Right hand lady — totally unknown
factor in square dancing for first year.
Hand positions — "windmill" your
arms, keep them guessing whenever
possible.
Mistakes — (No joke.) Mistakes are
bound to occur. Don't take them too
seriously. Square dancing will survive,
never fear.
Remember these prices? Advertised
in American Squares: Records, $ .89;
Custom-made SD shirts, $4.00; Summer square dance camp on Cape Cod,
$50. for one week including cost of
tuition, board, lodging, entertainment,
swimming, boating and everything;
and American Squares still sells for
S .10 a copy, $1.00 a year.
— March 1965
The 16th annual Fall Fun Fest at
Fontana Village Resort in North Carolina was highlighted when eighty-nine
10 YEARS AGO

avid square dancers from California
chartered a plane to fly to the Smokey
Mountains for the week-long resort
festival. Next fall plans call for two
chartered jets to make the flight from
California to North Carolina. Two hundred tentative reservations have already
been made.
Side by side articles, one by a fulltime square dance caller and one by
round dance leaders, discussed the current tendency of square and round
dancing to part company. Harry
Lackey begins, "When I was first introduced to this hobby of ours I was
strongly impressed with the idea that
square and round dancing were one
and the same....both were necessary for
dancers to achieve a solid background....callers used both to program
an evening of enjoyable dancing....a
successful combination seemed to insure that new dancers would remain
in the total dance picture for years".
In his cross-country calling, he has noticed some definite trends, with the
"extremists" of both round and square
dancing moving off center, each shunning the other activity. He prophesies,
"If square and dance extremists continue to grow in numbers, the two activities will go their separate ways.
This has already happened in some
areas, but it does not have to spread".
The middle-of-the-road dancers are the
most important and still are the majority. "It is with the moderates that we
must work to achieve a well-balance
recreational form."
Bernice and Carl Wagner in the companion article pull no punches. They
Continued on Page 72
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Kansas city
Missouri

for the fun of it all

SPECIAL FEATURES
YOUTH PROGRAM — Trail End Dance will be held in the Royal Hall of the
Muehlbach Convention Center, with square dancing from 8 to 10 p.m., followed
by rock music until 2 a.m. A swim party will splash every day from 2 to 4 p.m.
The third annual Buck Buck Championship of the World will be held on the
parking lot green, June 28, with the New Jersey champions defending their title.
FASHION SHOW— Theme of the June 28 Fashion Show will be "City of Fountains and Fashions." Two identical shows will be presented, one at 11 a.m. and
one at 2 p.m., with models from all over the country and across the water, directed by Gregory and Ann Learning and Ed and Jacki Jackson.
SEWING WITH CENTS — The sewing clinic will have a representative from
Stretch and Sew to show how to measure and alter men's trousers and answer
questions. Mini-sessions will feature circular skirts and designing men's western
yoke shirts, as well as designing and trimming square dance dresses.
TRAIL DANCES— June 20, 21, 22, 23; Highland S/D Hall, Harrison Arkansas
featuring Cal Golden and Ray Richardson.
The Colorado State S/D Festival will sponsor a trail dance on June 13 and
14 at Snowmass, Colorado, with caller Warren Rowles.
CHALLENGE DANCING— Now released is a list of the challenge callers who
are registered and will be present: Lee Kopman, Dick Boesch, Bob Vinyard,
Dave Lightly, Keith Gulley, Chuck Stinchcomb, Deuce Williams, Ed Foote,
Leon Shattell, Joe Taylor. For information on challenge dancing, write Jim
and Georgia Earp, 6609 Harvard, Raytown, MO 64133.
TOURS— Two tours are offered to Silver Dollar City, a settlement which offers the opportunity to see a slice of life from the Ozark frontier days. Twenty-four rare and historic crafts can be seen in action. For the young at heart,
there are fascinating adventures: an Ozark float trip, an exploration of a
flooded mine, an excursion aboard the last of the steam trains and a visit to
Marvel Cave, a U.S. landmark, existing on the world's only cave railway.
Write to Tours Committee, Box 9317, Kansas City, MO 64134.
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u sunny day in
It was a
1958 when eight square dancers were
sharing the companionship of complete
relaxation in a camp ground at the
lake resort of Alberta Beach, watching
our young families play off their energy and chatting about the good time
we'd had at the dance the night before.
Frank and I were then living and calling just west of Edmonton. We believed in get-togethers in the off-dance
season and here we were — two dancer
couples, Jerry and Lily Dreger and Jim
and Jo Harris and two caller couples,
Ivan and Eileen Sheppy and Frank: nd
Dorothy Dorward — reluctantly nearing the end of a very satisfying weekend. Who knows which of us voiced
the words that put the bee in our bonnets, but by the time to pull up the
tent pegs, hitch up the trailers, gather
up the youngsters and wend our way
homeward, we had agreed that there
was only one thing better than square
dancing and that was camping and
dancing together. We were going to do
something about it! As of then, "The
Wandering Squares" came into being.
We are a loosely knit group, organizationally speaking, but closely-knit in
friendship. From four couples in 1958,
the Wandering Squares are going into
their seventeenth summer with some
500 families. From one long weekend,

it soon grew to the four long summer
weekends in May, July 1st, August and
September. The only requisites of
membership are that you be a square
dancer and camp and dance with us at
the "official" Saturday night dance.
On the Sunday, we have a non-denominational church service and a pot luck
dinner (both outdoors, weather permitting). A corn roast is a special event of
each September campout. Everything
else is a happening, be it horseshoes,
swimming, riding, weiner roasts, more
dancing or especially lots of visiting.
Everyone sloshes with coffee! We expect our members to be considerate
campers and take pride in always being
welcomed back to a campsite. Our
badge is a camping-dancing couple —
the Taw is a Tent and Paw is a Trailer.
We duplicate our badge in a small car
decal, a large trailer decal and a jacket
crest. May has become our annual "do"
(with a minimum of business) and,
held centrally, is always the biggest of
the season. The other three weekends
are held hither and yon throughout
Alberta so everyone can attend at least
once or twice. A satisfying side-effect
has been the activating of non-dancing, or reactivating of slumping areas.
There are a lot of miles to travel in
Alberta and even a long weekend sometimes seems not long enough, so for
those who find this a problem, the
Wandering Squares encourage the formation of other groups to find the fun
we have had in camping and dancing
together. We also have a winter meeting
designed to select feasible sites for the
coming summer weekends. Don't tell
anyone we said so but perhaps equally
high in priority is the scrumptious pot
luck dinner and visiting.
Continued on Page 80
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Capezio® takes
to Folk G-2 Square
Men and women have
been folk and square dancing
in Capezios for a long time.
We take pride in this tradition
and in the footwear we make
for these dancers.
Here, one of our most
popular shoes, the U-Shell
Buckle Strap: leather upper,
elk sole and 5/8 " leather heel
with non-skid wafer Neolite'
lift.

For your copy of our
brochure featuring footwear
for folk and square dance, just
write to us at the address
below.

Capezio's
been dancing
since 1887.

For nearest dealer, write: Capezio Ballet Makers, Dept. SQ,
543 West 43rd St., New York, N.Y. 10036.
Footwear/Legwear/Bodywear for Dance/Theatre/Recreation
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VI& OAK

Read with interest, "Country Dancing in the Connecticut Valley, in the
January, 1975, issue of your fine magazine. Not wanting to sound petulant or
to present myself as an expert, I would
nevertheless like to make a statement
to perhaps clear up what may be a misconception.
Eastern or Traditional dancing long
ago ceased to be exemplified by the
"Duck for the Oyster" type of dance.
You gave an excellent review to
"Square Dances From a Yankee Caller's Clipboard." Anyone can readily
see, from this sampling alone, that
Eastern or traditional square dancing
has continued to grow within its own
unique sphere.
Would you be interested in printing
some of the squares being called today
by those few Eastern callers who still
promote and love this type of dancing?
Roger Whynot
Pride's Crossing, Massachusetts
ED. NOTE: Mr. Whynot has been invited to send the above-mentioned material to us for publication.

The "Country Dancing in the Connecticut Valley" by Richard E. Wylie
brings fond memories to Marjorie and
me. We danced the traditional or eastern style from 1940 to 1960 and then

picked up the western style since coming to Florida for six months each
year.
Coming from Montreal we were influenced by tne French square dancing
where there was no central caller; each
No. 1 gent calls for his square. The orchestra plays for twenty minutes.
Swinging ten times was commonplace.
It was quite a spectacle to see twenty
squares all doing different figures, traditional style, of course.
In Montreal we had great help from
Ed Durlacher. He would come from
New York at any time and was invaluable in instructing teachers of Physical
Education of the English schools. Up
to my retirement in 1958 as Supervisor
of Physical Education, we had square
dancing from kindergarten through
high school. We found we had to have
some competition to influence the
boys. Mixed P.E. classes became popular. I used Ford's "Good Morning"
book, also Dr. Lloyd Shaw's.
While reading Wylie's article I was
hoping I would see some credit given
to Ed Durlacher.
Marjorie & Jack Lang
Port St. Lucie, Florida

WESTERN SNAP BUTTONS
Tech-Pearl In 10 Colors — Blue
Yellow, Smoke, Tan, Brown,
Black, Red, White, Lt. & Dk.
Green. Pkg. of 5
504

SQUARE DANCE
DRESS & WESTERN
DANCER SILHOUETTES
PATTERNS
Iron-on for Dresses, Shirts,
Send 25i coin for brochure

WI LA CHERIE S/D SHOPPE
5134 Mansfield Hwy.
Ft. Worth, TX 76119

Vests; Red, Black, White —
4 In. — Pkg. of 4 — 50t
2 in. — Pkg. of 6 — 50t

RED FLANNEL GARTER
Petticoat Peeker or man's
sleeve band. White Lace
Trim. Each — $1.00 Mich. aoo 4
Add 25e handling.
sales tax

T & C ENTERPRISES
Cedar Springs, Mich. 49319
P.O. Box 682
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FOR CALLERS, DANCERS, EVERYONE--

eustom
(Tailoring
AT ITS BEST
SUITS, SPORT COATS, AND PANTS,
CUSTOM CUT AND MADE FOR YOU
AT DIRECT-BY-MAIL PRICES. A
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN HAVING
FINE QUALITY FABRICS
TAILORED TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL
TASTE.

SPECIALIZING IN WESTERN MODELS,
MOD WESTERN AND BUSINESS SUITS.
SAVE!! WEAR TAILORED CLOTHES EIN
"TEX" BROWNLEE
BA••••••••••

•••

••,IMPAIPO

I1,1111•1,0,111

11,Mili

Tex Brownlee Custom Tailors
1 P.O. Box 1189
Knoxville, TN 37901
I Please rush prices and free
samples of fabrics and styles.

!

1 Name

I

1 Street Address
1

City
State

1
Zip Code

1
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CALLERLAB CONFAB
the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF SQUARE DANCE CALLERS

NOTE FROM JACK LASRY— Although this month (March) would normally
be the time to release the next quarterly selections of Callerlab-approved experimental movements, the committee decided to wait one extra month, until
April first, so that the quarters will henceforth coincide with the calendar year
(April-June, July-September, October-December, and January-March). So, callers, take another look at the great amount of workshop ideas (not just NEW
movements) available presently, and watch this page next month for the new
selections.
A further suggestion from Jack is that he'd like to hear from many of you
callers about the effectiveness of the choices to date, both pro and con opinions, please.
CHICAGO, HERE WE COME! This is the month. On March
24, close to 700 callers and partners will converge on the Marriott Hotel near O'Hare Airport to kick off the second annual
International Square Dance Callers Convention. It will be the
largest gathering of its kind in history. Most of the "greats"
who staff the big conventions as well as the equally important
"greats" of local calling fame from the most remote corners of
the continent will be there.
For a full three days the "hash masters" will be involved in
discussions, and will hear speakers to improve professional
skills, and will try to resolve some of the key issues of the
square dance activity.
Matters of styling, standardization, list of basic movements,
an identification system, training of callers, accreditation, and
promotion will be on the agenda. No actual dancing will take
place.
Resolutions are expected to result from this event that will
undoubtedly have an effect on the activity for some two and a
half million square dancers coast to coast and internationally.
Previous to the convention opening at 2 o'clock on Monday,
twenty-three members of the Board of Governors will meet on
Sunday to discuss organizational matters. The convention theme
is "Time for Action." A special highlight of the event will be
the Tuesday night banquet, at which time three special "Milestone Awards" will be presented to three callers who have made
an outstanding contribution to the activity.
The convention chairman is Dave Taylor, and others working closely with him are Frank Lane, Marshall Flippo, Angus
McMorran and Stan Burdick. A full report will appear in the
May issue.
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c7Come cInaustries
Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
"square dancers." Crown your roof with
a beautifully wrought weathervane, and
personalize your lamp post or mail box
with an appropriately lettered sign,
topped with an attractive couple doing
a right arm swing.

THE RADERS
I
II
$17.50
16"x 13"
Please PRINT name desired —
lettered on both sides.

All are custom cast in aluminum and
finished in long-life flat black enamel.

WEATHERVANE

27"x32"
$25.00

ACT NOW!
Pre-paid
Check or Money Order

•

ROME

INDUSTRIES
331 Athens St.
Jackson, Ohio 45640
15"x15"
$19.50
Please PRINT name desired—
lettered on both sides.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * *
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Miami'. TALK

Readers are invited to send opinions, suggestions and thoughts for publication in this
new regular feature. Opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect those
of the editors.

Something is happening in square
dancing that I am not sure I like or
understand. In fact, if what I am being
told is correct, I am not even sure it's
legal.
It seems that many record distributors are going out of business due to
their inability to get records for distribution. Now I am saying many, but
I'm not really sure that's true. The situation does, however, affect every one
of the distributors with whom I am
familiar.
It seems that an organization called
"Corsair" has somehow managed to
corner the market on square dance
record distribution and other distributors can only get records on specific
orders from them. Added to this, I am
told, Corsair apparently holds orders
from distributors until they feel that
the quantity warrants shipment.
I guess what I am saying is that I
am having difficulty getting records
and I am not sure why. Certainly an
exclusive dealership for all record companies may be good business for the
companies in that they then have the
ability to keep or put out of business
whomsoever they please, in addition
to having absolute control over prices

and whether or not a caller will get a
record distributed.
Either I just doin't understand the
situation correctly, or something is
drastically wrong. Perhaps you could
enlighten me.
Mike Litzenberger
Slidell, Louisiana

What is going on in the record distribution business. Do we see collusion
developing between a West Coast agent
(Continental Corsair) and an eastern
agent (Twelgrenn)? Are they planning
to put a strangle hold on the cost of
calling and teaching?
It appears that they have already
effectively dealt out previously established distributors which means in
turn that many small dealers are now
forced to raise their prices and this
means greater costs for many callers
and teachers. When there will be only
two distributors and corresponding
costs to all have gone up, how many
small independent businesses will cease?
Why should callers have to pay $2 or
more per record? Have we become so
mercenary that we have lost sight of
square dancing as a fantastic recreation
and must capitalize on the commercial
aspects of it?
Name withheld by request

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
• In Business since 1949 at same location.
• Same day service on most orders.
• Catalog upon request.
• One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
• Quantity purchase discounts.
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O.BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • (602) 279-5521
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Dancing
Tips
by Harold & Lill Bausch
Confidence is the name of the game.
If you are afraid to do something for
fear of making a mistake, then you will
never accomplish much. This holds true
in square dancing as much as it does in
your life's work. The road to success
just has to be paved with errors, for we
learn by our mistakes — at least we
should. How do we acquire confidence? By doing. So don't hold back,
get in there and give it a try.
I tell class members they can build
their confidence by doing certain
things. When squaring up, stop to
think if you are heads or sides, what
your number is in the square, who
your corner is, etc. These then are
things you won't have to worry about
later when there is no time to stop and
think. Knowing these things helps
build your confidence. Take time when
not dancing to analyze some of the
calls, for it helps to understand what
they do, and figuring some of these
out ahead of time builds your own
confidence.
Most callers will tell you that they
would rather have a new dancer go ahead and attempt a call several times,
even though he doesn't make it everytime, rather than to have him stand
there and say, "I can't do it!" Try —
better to try and fail — than not to try
at all. You may surprise yourself and
succeed.
Another thing, enjoy life! Be happy,
things aren't really so bad. There are
many who haven't accomplished as
much as you, and many who would
like to be as fortunate as you are.
An article in a daily newspaper just
recently points up a sad state of af30

fairs. A man was purchasing some groceries and made the remark that everything was sure going up. The grocer replied, "Yes but that's not the worst of
it, people are worried and distrustful.
No one enjoys life any more." When
you look around at people you do see
many people like that. However, we
still have a few people around that are
always happy and smiling, and boy, we
can appreciate these people today!
Maybe you could work at it a bit and
be one of them!
As the first of the year arrives many
areas are graduating their square dance
classes. This is the time when experienced dancers can be of so much assistance. Please ask these people to come
dance in your square. Give them a pat
on the back and tell them how well
they are doing. Exchange partners with
the new dancers when you can and
really make them welcome. Every little bit of assistance you can give them,
each word of encouragement, will pay
dividends, not only for the good of the
club, but for the good feeling of doing
something nice that it will give you.
Most of us can remember when we
were the new dancers, and we welcomed the help we received. Now is tile
time to return those favors, ten fold.

by Arl)n
4055 W. 163rd STREET
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135

This month we borrowed a page (with
grateful acknowledgement) from Bill Davis'
'1975 Top Ten" book, showing all major
formations we can now experience (more
now than ever) in square dancing. Just for
fun, callers, sharpen your pencils and practice "getting 'em in" each position, and then
"get 'em out." It's not a contest for the
magazine, but mighty good mental gymnastics to improve your choreo knowledge.
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KEEP 'Elf DANCING
by Ed Fraidenburg
Average Club Hash & Breaks
Interesting choreography arrangements
using no more than the 75 Extended
Basics plus 10.
Not too easy —
Heads square thru
On the third hand, curlique
Boys run, all square thru
Third hand, spin chain thru
Girls circulate double, boys run
Bend the line, square thru
Third hand, curlique, boys run
Trade by, square thru 3/4
Left allemande

Heads square thru four, spin the top
Boys run, couples hinge
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Star thru, pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers right and left thru, zoom
Square thru %, left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, leaders cloverleaf
Others turn back, square thru four
Swing thru three hands, boys run
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, peel off,
Square thru, third hand curlique
Boys run, first go left, next right
Right and left thru, slide thru
Square thru, third hand curlique
Scoot back, boys run, left allemande...

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, ends trade, ends run
Centers trade, ends run, all turn thru
Centers trade, same sex trade
Centers trade, all partner trade,
Slide thru,square thru %
Left allemande

Heads square thru four, square thru
Third hand, spin the top, square thru
Third hand swing thru
Grand swing thru, spin two tops
Square thru, third hand curlique
Eight circulate, split circulate
Scoot back, boys run
Left allemande
Sides star thru, double pass thru
leaders cloverleaf,
Others California twirl,
Square thru four, swing thru
Boys run, tag the line right
Boys trade, girls run, pass thru
Outsides promenade left 1/4
Other two lead right,
Left allemande
Heads spin the top, others divide
Grand swing thru, turn thru
Wheel and deal, sqaure thru 3/4
Left allemande
32

Heads square thru four, swing thru
Couples hinge, triple trade
Couples hinge, wheel and deal
Pass thru, left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, heads partner trade
Boys trade, boys run, swing thru
Boys run, bend the line
Square thru %, wheel and deal
Centers spin the top, others divide
And star thru, centers pass thru
Spin the top, pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom, centers turn thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal, swing thru
Pass thru, swing thru, pass thru
Swing thru, pass thru, centers in
Cast off 3/4, flutter wheel, star thru
Double pass thru, first go left,
Next right, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Circle four, heads break to a line
Spin the top, pass thru, swing thru
Pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4
Centers turn thru, cloverleaf
Other four half square thru,
Box the gnat, change hands
Left allemande

Heads swing thru, boys trade
And star thru, swing thru, boys run
Boys circulate, girls scoot back
Bend the line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande

Heads pass thru, separate round one
To a line, pass thru, wheel across
Pass thru, ends trade, centers turn back
Now centers fold and pass thru
Left allemande

Heads lead right, circle half
To a two-faced line, boys circulate
Girls scoot back, wheel and deal
Dive thru, pass thru, square thru 3/4
Trade by, left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, girls run, centers trade
All cast off %, swing thru
Boys run, centers trade, all cast off %
Cross trail thru, left allemande

Heads roll away, circle eight
Men square thru four, spin the top
Slide thru, first go left, next right
Left allemande

Four ladies chain, heads square thru
Ocean wave, all eight circulate
Swing thru, all eight circulate
Swing thru, right and left thru
Left allemande

And some easy
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru (one long wave)
Those who can swing left half way
Pass thru, bend the line
Pass thru, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, sweep 1/4
Pass thru, swing thru, box the gnat
Hang on and half square thru
U-turn back, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Centers in and cast off %, star thru
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off 3/4, pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, men turn back
Left allemande
Head ladies chain,
Sides right and left thru
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Partner right, right and left grand
Heads half square thru,
Right and left thru, dive thru
Centers half square thru
Separate round one to a line
Inside two half sashay, all half sashay
Star thru, all California twirl
Left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads star thru
Pass thru, do-sa-do to a wave
Scoot back, ends trade
Centers turn back, bend the line
Star thru, centers right and left thru
All California twirl, star thru
Do-sa-do to a wave, scoot back
Ends trade, centers turn back
Bend the line, star thru
Left allemande

Four ladies chain, heads square thru
Ocean wave, boys (or girls) circulate
Right and left thru, square thru %
Left allemande
Four ladies chain 3/4
Four ladies chain across
Heads square thru four, swing thru
All eight circulate, swing thru
Square thru 3/4, left allemande
Four ladies chain %, heads square thru
Ocean wave, all eight circulate
Swign thru, all eight circulate
Swing thru, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
From the Pulse Poll and Callerlab —
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Flutter wheel, curlique
Coordinate, wheel and deal
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Girls trade, recycle, sweep 1/4
Ocean wave, recycle, star thru
Pass thru, trade by, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads roll away, curlique
Walk and dodge, swing thru
Girls run right, ladies in, men sashay
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, boys run, walk and dodge
Partner trade, curlique, coordinate
Wheel and deal, ocean wave, recycle
Sweep %, curlique, coordinate
Bend the line, left allemande
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P.O. BOX 8134 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412 512-853-3931

I.or a Petticoat that really STANDS OUT in a crowd
Insist on a JACQUE'S ORIGINAL!
See what a difference 100% nylon marquisette makes
itt the way you look and feel
FEATURING
Cotton Batiste Top
Four Full Tiers
Full Color Range
Prompt Delivery
Satisfaction Guaranteed

7->Lt(

/.7c ry7 *VTrjot..:1W

M.Z

F VE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERATION AND THOUSANDS UPON
THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST THIS IS
OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL.

When ordering, measure 1" shorter than skirt length. State waist size.
30 yard sweep

$12.95

50 yard sweep

$17.95

Pettipants - Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace,
add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe.
Mid-thigh

S8.00

Knee-length

$8.50
Complete color range available — Indicate Small, Medium, Large
Add $1.25 each on petticoats and 50t each on pettipants to cover shipping and handling.
Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

SAVINGS — S1.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more.

Manufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers!
Dealers Nationwide 34

- Inquiries Invited

SQUARE DANCE APPAREL MANUFACTURING AND DESIGN

FEATURING
Complete size range
Finest material availahle
Lined bodice
Completely washable
Satisfaction guaranteed

.•,

$29.95

Style No. 1201

A contrasting midriff livens up this
peasant style eyecatcher of checked
gingham. White ric-rac trim on the
bodice and two-tiered skirt make this
fashion a must for dancers of all ages.
Available in Red, Black, Orange, Royal, or Lime.
Many styles to choose from.
When ordering, state normal dress
size, waist and skirt length.
Add S1.25 postage and handling
on dress orders.
Write for FREE BROCHURE

$39.95

Style No. 1502

This special occasion dress fashioned
from dacron-cotton blend features
white nylon lace and washable velvet
ribbon accenting the neckline, sleeve,
and scalloped ruffle of the eight-gored
skirt. Truly a festive design for that
gala evening. Available in Red, Black,
Orange, Royal, Hot Pink, Purple,
Lilac, or Lavender.

Manufactured by JACQUE'S ORIGINALS to the same exacting standards
and quality as our petticoats.
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by Bob Howell

GREETING THE IRISH
A circle mixer sent in by Wilson Scott of Cleveland, Ohio.
MUSIC: Slaunch to Donegal, Windsor 4183
FORMATION: Single circle of partners, gents left, ladies right.
ACTION:
1-4
All to the center four steps.
5-8
All back out four steps.
9-12
All to the center four steps again
13-16
All back out four steps again.
17-20
Ladies into the center four steps and clap on fourth
21.24
Ladies back out four steps.
25-28
Men into the center four steps.
29-32
Men back out four steps.
33-48
Face partner, do a grand right and left seven persons
(using two counts for each hand clasp(, turn to promenade on the last two counts.•
49-64
Promenade new partner.
• Patter to be used during grand right and left: name or call your
favorite Irish for each one you meet, i.e. Uncle Mike, Sister Kate,
Brannigan, Flannigan, McLafferty, Mahone, Mulligan, Gilligan,
Duffy, McGuffy, McLarky, McGillis, O'Brien, etc.

BETTY'S FAVORITE
Glen Nickerson of Kent, Washington, sends this little beauty along. It is
a slight variation of Don Armstrong's "Betty's Favorite," which he prompts
to "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles." It flows beautifully.
(CONTRA)
RECORD: Bubbles — Top 25175
FORMATION: 1,3,5., etc., crossed over and active.
INTRO:

Do-sa-do the one below
— — Same girl swing
Allemande left new corner —
Actives into the middle and swing
Actives down the center —
Turn alone, come on back
Cast off and the ladies chain
— — Chain back
Ends trade to a do-sa-do.

This dance involves a double progression.
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ORANGE AND THE GREEN
(Easy Level Variation)
RECORD: Orange And Green — Scope 525
INTRO, BREAK, ENDING:
Join hands and circle, to the left around you go
All the way around, take your colleen home
Allemande left your corner, do•sa-do your own
Men star left, once around you go
Turn your partner by the right and corner allemande.
Do-sa-do your partner, promenade to Ireland.
It was the biggest mix-up that you have ever seen
Me father he was orange, and me mother she was green.
FIGURE: (Twice for heads, twice for sides)
One and three go forward and back right out you do
Go forward again and face the sides, split them, around one will do
Separate and go back home, sashay your sweet colleen.
Right elbow swing the corner and you come back home again
Turn your partner by the left, your corner lady swing
Swing that lady high and low and promenade the ring
Oh, it was the biggest mix-up that you have every seen
Me father he was orange, and me mother she was green.

GRAND COLONEL MIXER
Sam & Opal Clements of Wichita, Kansas, suggest trying a smooth
little dance overlooked by many. This mixer was written by John
and Wanda Winter.
RECORD: The Grand Colonel Spin, Kalox K1112

1-4 Walk, 2,3,4 (Face); Side, close, side, close; Walk, 2,3,4 (Face);
Side, close, side, close;
5-8 Back up, 2,3,4; Side, close, side, close; Walk out, 2,3,4; Side,
close, side, close;
(M backs into center of hall, W walks forward—Meas. 5)
(M walks forward toward wall, W backs out — Meas. 7)
9-12 Repeat Meas. 1-4 end facing partner, M facing wall.
13-16 Right elbow turn, 2,3,4; (Face) back away, 2,3,4; Do-sa-do
2,3,4; 5,6,7,8;
(Do-sa-do with W to right of original partner (new ptr.)
Full directions for this smooth mixer will accompany the record.

AR[FiR
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by Lauri Morrison
Erie, Pennsylvania
ACROSS
1. --- her home
7.
Beast of burden: -en
8.
Ray -- (S/D Caller)
11. Is there -- for me?
14. -- thru
16.
cup chain
17. One, teo,
19. Railroad Association (Abbr.)
21. Finish
22. Pa's partner
25. 'Cab driver, - more round
the block
27. North, south, --, west
29. Square 32. Littlest state (Abbr.)
33. Boys -- left
34. Past tense of eat
35. 7th note In musical scale
37. Dispatcher
38. Wheels and -40. Trim for lady's dress
42. Down (Prefix)
43. Lemon45. Combining form: four
49. Opposite of off
51. Let's have some 52. Opposite of entrance.
53. Opposite of daughter
54. Opposite of Subtract
55. Short for Thomas
56. Am, -, Is, was, were
57. Signal for help
59. Therefore
63. Mistake
64. -- S/D Campers Assoc.
65. Domesticated animal
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DOWN
Your ----- Is on your right
1.
Just a ---2.
Prefix meaning out of
3.
Left ---4.
Opposite of either
5.
High card
6.
I, -, mine
8.
-- Burdick
9.
10. To --- and to hold
12. Exclamation
13. Metals
15. --sa-do
18. Dunkel
20. -everse the -tiler way
23. One
24. Past tense of meet
26. Square dance -28. Passageway
29. ---- cap
30. Automobile
31. "-- River Valley"
33. To study
36. For example
37. Lying at an angle
Gabor
39.
41. --- dance
42. Costume
46. Beneath
47. 1st note of scale
48. Colored part of the eye
49. - and vinegar
50. -- and dad
53. One alone
57. Softened by a liquid
58. Metal
60. Not oft
61. He, she,62. 4th note of musical scale.

Steal a Zettie Peek
ea a ea

h., r, R.( p,

Irwin Dorfman, from Whitesboro, New York, has been teaching and calling for about twelve
years. He has been employed at Griffiss AFB, New York, for thirty years but has managed to
find time to travel in all but four of the United States, including two tours to Hawaii. He currently calls for two clubs and travels extensively around the central New York area. Irwin is a
charter member of the Central New York Callers Association, the Central New York S/D Association and the New York State S& R/D Federation. He has also been nominated for membership in Callerlab and he and his wife, Alice, will attend the Chicago meeting this month.
HOEDOWNS

Darlin' Raise the Shade — Wagon Wheel

Jim-Jam — SIO
Railey Special — Grenn
Banjo Contra — Blue Star

Ride Ride Ride — Grenn
Tie A Yellow Ribbon — Blue Star
Green River — Grenn
I Don't Know Why — SIO
Rink-A-Tink Piano — Top
Snow Bird — Hi Hat
Me And My Shadow — Hi Hat
Help Me Make It
Through the Night — Square Tunes

Something Else — MacGregor
Monomgahela — Topp
Ticklin' Banjo — Thunderbird
SINGING CALLS
Sing Sing A Song — Blue Star
Behind Closed Doors — Red Boot

YOU GET A HALL—
I'LL DO THE CALL!

ED
FRA1DENBURG

Calling/Traveling
Full Time

Mike
Callahan

711P
4—.
116.

916 Poseyville Rd., Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (517) 835-9524

147 NORTH AVENUE
HILTON, NEW YORK 14468

AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA

(716) 392-3807

Produced by Shelby Dawson, 334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont,
:4:4117
L

RerOras.
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NEW ELEAS:f

MUSIC BY THE NEW WINDSORS!!
5048 GONNA HAVE A BALL by Al Stevens
5051 I WISH I'D LOVED YOU BETTER by Ross Quast
5054 HASTA LA VISTA, JOSE by Dick Parrish
5055 IDA, SWEET AS APPLE CIDER by Marlin Hull
5056 IT'S A GOOD DAY by Andy Rawlinson

Distributed by Corsair Continental & Twelgrenn
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FORT/Mil VILIAM RESORT
Fontana Dam, N. C. 28733

NINE
DANCE VACATIONS
'*-+ ANNUALLY
111114
SWAP SHOP: April 26 - May 4, & Sept 27 - Oct 5, 1975
REBEL ROUNDUP: May 4 - 11, & Sept 14- 21, 1975
ACCENT ON ROUNDS: May 18 - 25, & Sept 7 - 14, 1975
FUN FEST: May 24 - June 1, & Aug. 30 - Sept 7, 1975
FALL JUBI LEE: Oct 5 - 12, 1975

HOST CALLER, ALL FESTIVALS

ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE
RATES ARE A REAL
VACATION VALUE
1 day — $19.00 per person
2 day — $38.00 per person
3 day — $57.00 per person
4 day — $74.00 per person
5 day — $89.00 per person
6 day — $103.00 per person
7 day — $116.00 per person
8 day — $128.00 per person

AL (TEX) BROWNLEE
Recreation Director Fontana Village Resort

44m,
e=5
4
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Lancers — Lloyd Shaw Foundation
4. Five-Part Singing Quadrille— Lloyd
Shaw Foundation
5. Schottische
6. Polkas — Jessie Polka, related to
Texas history — Cotton-Eyed
Joe, RCA Victor EPA 4134
7. Waltz Quadrilles
8. Blackhawk Waltz— Folkkraft 1046;
Shaw 45-104
9. Glowworm Gavotte — RCA Victor
EPA 4139; Shaw 45-106
10.Varsouvianna — MacGregor 3985.

•••

What are some dances other than
squares that might be used for bicentennial programs?

The report from the Round Dance
panel at the 24th National Convention
in San Antonio included the following
suggestions:
1. Virginia Reel, said to be George
Washington's favorite dance.
2. Petronella — Folk Dancer 10067
3. Lancers: Blonde Lancers, Loomis

T UCKY
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Ai 14931 Penfield Avenue, Huntington Beach, CA 92647

ECORDS
RECENT RELEASES
LR018 SALLY FROM OL' SAN JUAN
Called by John Shallow
LR017 GOOD OL' BAD OL' Days
Called by Bob Van Antwerp

JOHN & JESSIE
McKINNON

Addresses for obtaining information:
Lloyd Shaw Foundation
Box 203
Colorado Springs, CO 80901
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Road
Chicago, IL 60639
Dance Record Center
10 Fenwick St.
Newark, NJ 07114

NEW RELEASES
Sept. LR020 LUCKY RAMBLE
Called by Don Shotwell
Aug. LR101 COUNTY FAIR
Called by Bill Martin
July LR019 RAGTIME CALL
Called by Jon Hed

Touring during June-July 1975 in
Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, Kansas, Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming, Nebraska, Iowa, Michigan —
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WRITE FOR DATES & RATES.

15413 STEINWAY
MAPLE HEIGHTS . OHIO 44137
PHONE (216) 662-1987

AVAILABLE FOR
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LESSONS
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WORKSHOPS
CLUB DANCES

Your Square Dancing Pleasure Our Specialty
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by Bud & Betty Wolf
Springfield, Pennsylvania

Ars,
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The Y-Knots Club of Chester, Pennsylvania, have two callers,
and have searched for successful means of coping with doublebarrelled expenses. Noting that dance attendance was always up
at the annual Halloween affair when the program, refreshments
and decorations were extra-special, the club now concentrates
on a fall spectacular with a special theme carried out throughout the evening. The Y-Knots' reputation for gala celebrations
is keeping their club treasury flourishing.
Last fall, the Y-Knots' theme was "Gypsy Carnival." Bob
Sanderson, club member and amateur artist, designed the back
drops, 12 feet high and 36 feet long. The callers were dressed
as barkers, and the program started with "Gypsy Woman" and
continued with other enjoyable specialties. An authentic gypsy
wagon was brought into the hall, with a mannequin dressed as
a fortune teller. Suspended from the ceiling was a life-sized
replica of a gal, sawed in half (two boxes, suitably decorated
with head and feet). Members dressed in gypsy tradition, with
the presidents, Joe and Helene Maylie, sparing no effort in
spreading good fellowship.
The Y-Knots' Valentine dances and Christmas dances follow
similar designs. Each theme is carried through by the enthusiastic members, which has greatly solidified the club. The
special dances say "Welcome" with a great deal more than a
hospitality couple. As proof of the club organization, a number of vice-chairmen and committee members for the 1977
National in Atlantic City are from the Y-Knots Club.
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OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO THE
.,
H I GH FREQUENCY DANCER ...
& ADVANCED PROGRAM
l
y
ADVOCATE

by Jim Kassel
I liked the following article written
by Carl and Donna Dunaway in the
"Zipcoder" which is the newsletter of
the mid-Atlantic Challenge Association.
"As Donna and I become more acquainted with challenge dancing —
what it really is — how it got started —
who's in the movement — and how
the movement is growing — we become
more and more impressed. Even the
outsiders cannot be blind to the genuine concern and enthusiasm now growing within the movement. The movement has become aware of problems
and is trying in many ways to correct
them. The advanced level and challenge floors are mixing, and as a result,
the overall dancing level is improving.
Better yet, the atmosphere is becoming
cleaner and healthier. The movement
is even making some progress bridging
that demoralizing chasm between ourselves and club level dancers. If we can
continue the current trend, we will
have a chance to grow and grow and
become an accepted part of the overall
square dance movement."
More and more there is a feeling of
togetherness and mixing of all levels
of square dancing in so many parts of
our square dance world. Especially so
are weekends which are now being
planned to include both advanced and
challenge levels. Good reports from
many areas are indicative of this and
the spirit of helpfulness and cooperation is much more in evidence than in
the past.
DAYTON, OHIO

From Jerry and Carolyn Yantis
comes the following letter: "I must
agree with you concerning interest in
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advanced and challenge dancing increasing when an area is fortunate
enough to have a good challenge caller.
Dayton, Ohio, has been "blessed"
with Dave Hodson. Dave is involved in
calling several challenge and advanced
level clubs in the area. Dancers have
the opportunity to advance as high as
they would like, as these advanced
clubs are stepping stones to challenge
dancing. It is not necessary for everyone to achieve this level. Each must
find his own level.
For the past three years Dave has
taught challenge basics to advance interested people to the challenge level
and has been extremely successful
in this.
We are fortunate indeed to live in
an area such as Dayton and to have a
caller such as Dave."
SUMMER WEEK VACATIONS

There are many advanced and challenge weekends throughout the year,
but for those who wish to do hi-level
for a week in the summer, there are
three choices:
Cherry Ridge Campground near
Scranton, Pennsylvania, in the Pocono
Mountains, opens a challenge event the
third weekend in July with Keith Gulley, and continues through the following week with Deuce Williams, Ed
Foote and Lee Kopman. Each caller
calls two and a half days. The level
ranges from high advanced to easy
challenge, with special advanced challenge segments.
Dancers have the option of attending the full ten days or for any combination of callers they wish. Those
who do not camp can stay in cabins
or rooms on the campground or in
nearby motels.
1975 will be the fifth year for this
event. Ten to twelve states are usually
represented; in the past dancers from
Florida, New England, and as far west
as Chicago have attended.
Rainbow Lake Lodge, Brevard,
North Carolina, will feature Ed Foote
and Ralph Pavlik for a week of combined calling at this beautiful resort
south of Asheville.

advanced to easy challenge with special
advanced challenge tips.
Most of those attending are from
New York, New Jersey and New England, but other states are also represented.
Scott's has square dancing throughout the summer, but this is the only
advanced week.

ZEIMUMM

The week begins the first Sunday
in August and runs through the following Friday. Dancers stay in wellfurnished cabins, but also have the option of bringing trailers or staying at
area motels when the cabins are filled.
Meals are served family-style in the
Lodge.
The level is relaxed advanced with
considerable workshop. Dancers from
Florida and Ohio usually predominate,
but in addition 1974 found dancers
from seven other states and Canada.
Rainbow Lake Lodge has weekly
square dance vacations throughout the
summer, but this is the only week at
an advanced level.
Scott's Oquaga Lake House is a
beautiful resort in southeastern New
York that features Lee Kopman, Keith
Gulley and Dewey Berry during the
third week in August. Dancers are pampered with luxurious accommodations
and meals, and the calling is high-
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NEW MUSTANG RELEASES:
THAT SONG IS DRIVING ME CRAZY
MS 167
by Nelson Watkins
OLE MAN FROM THE MOUNTAIN
MS 166
by Johnny LeClair
HIWAY HEADED SOUTH
MS 165
by Dave Smith
DRUMMER BOY/LINDA
MS 164
Hoedown
LIGHTNING S RELEASES:
A COUNTRY SONG IS A COUNTRY SONG
LS 5029
by Jack Cloe
WISH I'D LOVED YOU BETTER
by Art Springer
LS 5028
BRING BACK THE OLD WALTZES
by Dewayne Bridges
LS 5027
WHO'S IN THE STRAVVBERR Y PATCH
LS 5026
by Jim Lee
1314 Kenrock Dr., San Antonio, TX 78227
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WORK
SHOP
WILLARD
ORLICH

We have been questioned about the
term "Mix." Burleson's S/D Encyclopedia says:
"Mix (from lines, waves or thars):
Centers cross run and new centers
slide together and trade."
This is correct! Some other sources
say from Dixie style waves or two-faced
lines, centers cross run and circulate
while the ends slide together and trade.
This is "Mix the Deucy," i.e. (Burleson No. 737) First all do a Mix (as
above), then all do an Acey Deucy
(centers trade, ends circulate).
Is this a legitimate call from a
squared-up set?
All four ladies chain
Heads pass thru, U-turn back
Sides pass thru, U-turn back
Partner tag, right and left grand
ED. NOTE: It is if all circle eight after
the pass thrus, U-turn back. Then all
men have new partners with which to
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do Partner tag, and go right into a right
and left grand. When the heads/sides
pass thru, they are a pair (partners).
The U-turn back does not change this
truth. If two men or two ladies, as
couples, had passed thru and done a
U-turn back, wouldn't they still be
partners? Of course they would!
In this figure, the same thing is true
with the heads/sides set-up UNTIL all
join hands in a circle of eight. Now the
basic rule of "lady on your right is
partner, lady on left is your corner"
applies. The September 1971 issue figure was updated in a later issue to include the circle-up-eight situation as
we did here.
We still think "easy" things are
sometimes the most challenging —
and satisfying when accomplished. Here
is a figure from NCR back in November 1964 which exemplifies this
thought (updated, of course).
Head couples half square thru
Right and left thru the outside two
Quarter left, spin the top, slide thru
Quarter right, wheel and deal
Quarter left, spin the top, slide thru
Quarter right, all-8 circulate
Swat the flea, same lady left allemande.

CALLERS'
CI QUESTIONS
CLIFF LONG, Mars Hill, Maine:
Please define "wheel around." I have
two versions of it. The S/D Encyclopedia says the left person of a couple
will back up, person on the right will
walk forward half way, the pivot point
being between them. I read somewhere that the rule on wheel arounds
from promenading is that the "hub
backs out, rim goes in." Please advise
on this as it comes up during teaching
a class and I would like to be sure.
ED. NOTE: The S/D Encyclopedia
rule is for a normal moving promenade
position or from a standstill or passing
thru situation. Here is the complete
rule for all situations as given by your
editor in "Smooth Dancer." (Page 35.)
WHEEL AROUND— A command given to a couple to reverse their facing
direction without changing relative positions. From a standstill or pass thru
position, couples wheel around in the
direction of a courtesy turn toward the
left 180° around. From a promenade
position, right way or wrong way
around, the "hub (centers) back out,
the rim (outsides) go in" rule always
applies. In all other cases, the body
flow determines the direction in which
the wheel around is to turn 180°. Example: Wheel and deal, wheel around,
or wheel across (couples trade in 1P2P)
then wheel around, etc. One couple
wheels right while the other couple
wheels left 180° around. In all cases,
it makes no difference how the couple
is formed: boy-girl, girl-boy, two boys,
two girls.
So states the wheel around rule for
comfortable dancing conditions. The

wheel around in promenade position is
especially critical for dance flow and
timing. By having the "hub" back out,
the set stays closer together, plus the
fact that the wheeling couple only travels about 150° in order to face the
trailing couple (who usually adjust if a
line is called for). If the "rim" or outside person (which could be the left
person) backs out, the set spreads out
and the wheeling around couple travels about 210° to face the trailing
couple. It is much smoother to dance
the rule pattern. If a caller has doubts,
dance it yourself and have a rude
awakening to what dancers sometimes
have to experience because their teacher was not aware of the difference.
But please — don't be too hard on
your teacher; maybe his teacher didn't
know or use a wheel around with any
imagination.
KEN BOSS, Rochester, New York:
As an instructor of square dance classes, I have been very unhappy about
double terms for basic calls. One in
particular is Cast off which can be
done two ways: the original with two
people facing same direction and casting as a couple; and the new use of cast
off with adjacent dancer (who faces in
opposite direction). I use "turn 'A, 1/2,
%" by whichever hand is used, instead
of "cast off Y4, 1/2, 1/4." Let's have Callerlab work on terminology and choreography together and help everyone.
ED. NOTE: You're right, a stand
should be made about the terms to be
used universally. Our square dance
choreography has progressed a bit past
the original Cast off days in general
usage. Your term of "turn % by the
right," for example, is not the best either. "Turn" is too close to "turn
thru" and "swing % by the right" is
too close to "swing thru" or swing
partner, etc. We have suggested and
used constantly the term "cast %"
which is not the same as "cast off 1/4."
We now have these casting terms:
1. Cast off (or out)— away from center towards ends.
2. Cast In— away from ends toward
center.
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3. Cast left/Cast right— in order to
form two-faced lines.
4. Cast %, 1/2, 1/4 — to mean a Cast In
for each dancer in a curlique position.
There is no confusion of "turn" (turn
thru) or "swing" (swing thru) by the
right or left mentioned because this
cannot always be determined, i.e.
a. Swing thru and cast 3/4 to a new
wave.
b. Left swing thru and cast 3/4 to a
new wave.
c. From a tidal wave, cast 3/4 to a
column.
d. From a line with ends facing out,
centers facing in, cast 3/4 (using
which hand?)
EXAMPLE SET-UPS:
A. From a finished double pass thru
position: Centers in and cast off %
(normal couples)
B. From an 8-chain thru position:
Centers in and cast 3/4 (curliqued
couples). Two use right hands while
two use left hands.
All of the above has evolved over
the last few years of exploration and
experimentation with new and old
established basics. We tried to put all
these thoughts together in our Smooth
Dancer booklet, but since it doesn't
have the latest ideas in it, it can't be
very good, right? Wrong! Learn your
basics first, then on to new idea exploration.
LU SOMERS, St. Petersburg, Florida:
The year-end index of articles in
American Squaredance is greatly appreciated. Why can't all note services
have an index each year? I for one
would be willing to pay for such a service in order to save two or three hours
of searching to find a certain figure.
ED. NOTE: Any note service not indexing all reported movements can be
recorded in Burleson's S/D Encyclopedia. Use his index to look up the
movement and put the note service
page number at the movement itself.
In this way, the Encyclopedia index
may be changed every year without
affecting your record of the page number reference. It works!
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AL BASTEAN, Quincy, Illinois:
I think Callerlab is something we
needed for years but I don't know
how they can push the "hands up"
idea. Arm turns make better pivot
points, avoid spreading apart, etc.
Rough dancers are rough no matter
how they dance. Ocean wave and
Alamo style balances a problem? Who
needs the balance? National callers
come through here pushing the "Hands
up" theory to people in this area who
don't like it, and not calling the basics
properly, i.e. all-8 circulate from an
8-chain thru position, call crosstrail for
crosstrail thru. This bothers us. Sure
hope Callerlab changes its position on
"Hands up."
ED. NOTE: It is a thorn in the side of
some areas, and is still about a 50-50
split in popularity. We still remember
the push for this by some square dance
leaders in Ohio fifteen years ago. Results? Ohio still generally uses forearm
grips while its neighbor Michigan went
to hands up. "Ground rules" have to
be agreed upon at dances of mixed natives every time they meet. Perhaps
Callerlab will have more acceptable
suggestions to offer if they stick to
traffic patterns of basics instead of
hand holds.

NE

DEA

LOCK THE HINGE
(from several sources)
From a wave, centers cast 'h, ends
move up (Lock it) plus a single hinge.
Parallel waves become single file columns.
HINGE THE LOCK
A single hinge plus a lock it. Single
file columns become ocean waves.
NOTE: Lock the hinge + Hinge the
lock = Scootback.

EXAMPLES by Will Orlich:
Head couples do-sa-do to a wave
LOCK THE HINGE, girls run
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands to wave
LOCK THE HINGE, boys run
Trade by, dive thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, LOCK THE HINGE
Boys run, pass to center, pass thru
Swing thru, LOCK THE HINGE
Boys run, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Spin the top, LOCK THE HINGE
All-8 circulate, girls run, swing thru
LOCK THE HINGE, boys run,
Partners trade, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands,
Swing thru, trade the wave
LOCK THE HINGE, all-8 circulate
Girls run, clover and curlique
Star right Y4 to your corner
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Spin the top, LOCK THE HINGE
Then HINGE THE LOCK
Right and left thru, dive thru, pass thru
Swing thru, LOCK THE HINGE
HINGE THE LOCK, boys run
Cast off %, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, HINGE THE LOCK
Boys run and bend the line
Pass thru, girls run
LOCK THE HINGE, all-8 circulate
Girls run, centers square thru %
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, HINGE THE LOCK
Recycle? swing thru, trade the wave
HINGE THE LOCK,
Four girls left swing thru
Everybody single hinge and circulate
HINGE THE LOCK, left swing thru
Recycle, center four roll back
Pass thru, right and left grand.

0

by Ted Wegener, So. Cal. Callers Assn.
Heads lead right and circle four to a line
Pass thru, fold the girls, star thru
Wheel and deal, make a wave
Girls trade, swing and promenade
Heads lead right circle four to a line
Pass thru, fold the girls, star thru
Bend the line, right and left thru
Fold the girls, star thru
Promenade
Heads lead right circle four to a line
Pass thru, fold the girls, star thru
Bend the line, right and left thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Swing thru, turn thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru, make a wave
Recycle, swing thru, boys run
Boys fold, box the gnat,
Right and left thru, dive thru
Square thru %, left allemande
Heads swing thru, girls trade
Girls fold, left hand star to the corner
Swing thru, boys trade, girls fold
Circulate one place, boys turn back
Left allemande
Heads square thru, move to a wave
Recycle, curlique, walk and dodge
Bend the line, curlique, coordinate
Girls circulate, cast off %
Join eight hand, circle left
Rollaway, left allemande
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, square thru five hands
Move to a wave, recycle, curlique
Walk and dodge, California twirl
Curlique, coordinate, wheel and deal
Right and left thru, dive thru, pass thru
Star thru, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
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by Mick Sheehan, So. Cal. Callers Assn.
Side ladies chain, heads square thru
Do-sa-do ocean wave, recycle
Partner hinge, recycle, partner hinge
Recycle, pass thru, trade by
Pass thru, left allemande
Half square thru, split two
Around one to a line, pass thru
Partner hinge, scoot back,
Half tag and trade, walk and dodge
Ber.d the line, centers flutter wheel
Ends star thru, partner trade
Flutter wheel, left allemande
by Bill Harrison, Woodbridge, Virginia
Heads square thru four, curlique
Scoot back, boys fold
Ladies chain, courtesy turn 'em
Into lines, pass thru, tag the line
Lead boys only zoom, cloverleaf
Girls pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Center four curlique
Same four scoot back, walk and dodge
Ends star thru, swing thru
Girls trade, spin the top
Do a right and left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line
Lead boys only zoom, peel off
Pass thru, girls fold, curlique
Boys run, sides make an arch,
Substitute back over the heads
Bend the line, left allemande
Heads square thru four, curlique
Spin the top, curlique, boys run
Girls U-turn back,
Single file circulate double, cast %
Step thru, wheel and deal
Girls square thru three hands
Left allemande
Heads square thru four, star thru
Right and left thru
Ladies lead Dixie style to ocean wave
Left spin chain thru
Ends circulate double, left swing thru
Slip the clutch, left allemande
by Will Orlich, Bradenton, Florida
Bow to your partner, all-8 chain
Four ladies star across the land
That's your corner, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Turn thru, girls run
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Swing thru double, turn thru
Girls pass thru, cloverleaf all 8 of you
Boys square thru 3/4 around
Slide thru, girls run, circulate to
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, bend the line, boys run
Turn thru, boys left spin the top
Turn thru, girls clover, star thru
Wheel and deal, pass to the center
Square thru %, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Turn thru, ends bend and curlique
Centers in, cast off 3/4
Those who can right and left thru
Rollaway, other two girls run right
Girls arch, boys duck thru, turn back
Dixie chain, on a double track
Ladies left and boys right
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, eight rollaway half sashay
Cast off % around, boys run
Spin the top, eight rollaway half sashay
Cast off 3/4 around, girls run, star thru
Pass to the center and substitute
Square thru % to left allemande
from Bill Peters' Choreo Breakdown
Heads right and left thru
Lead right, circle to a line of four
Curlique, coordinate
Couples circulate, bend the line
Half square thru, trade by
Swing thru, spin the top, curlique
Coordinate, wheel and deal
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line
Lady go left, boys go right
Left allemande
Heads square thru, split two
Line up four, curlique, coordinate
Couples circulate, bend the line
Pass thru, tag the line in
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru,
Lead two partner trade, curlique
Centers trade, centers run
Tag the line in, curlique
Coordinate, couples circulate
Wheel and deal, swing thru, girls run
Pass thru, tag the line in, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers square thru %
Left allemande

Couple No. 1 face corner, box the gnat
Square your sets, heads crosstrail thru
Separate go round two
Hook on the ends and line up four
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers swing thru, step thru
Left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads lead right
Circle to a line, curlique
Center four only box circulate
Everybody coordinate
Couples circulate, tag the line in
Curlique, and center four only
Box circulate, everybody coordinate
Couples circulate, tag the line in
Pass thru, wheel and deal,
Centers slide thru, curlique
Walk and dodge, left allemande
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, eight circulate
Center four walk and dodge
Other boys run right, swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, tag the line, cloverleaf
Double pass thru, peel off
Bend the line, crosstrail
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands to a wave
Eight circulate, swing thru, spin the top
Curlique, eight circulate, boys run
Square thru 3/4, trade by, Pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Right and left thru
Dixie style to a wave, trade the wave
Recycle, swing thru, spin the top
Curlique, coordinate, bend the line
Star thru, dive thru, square thru %
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, half tag, trade and
Split circulate, swing thru, spin the top
Curlique, transfer the column,
Swing thru, boys run, crosstrail
Left allemande
by Al Rude, So. Cal. Callers Assn.
Heads crosstrail thru around one
To a line, right and left thru
Flutter wheel, pass thru
Half tag, trade and roll, swing thru

Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal
Zoom, square thru %
Left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll
Right and left thru, star thru
Square thru 3/4, left allemande
Ladies chain %, sides right and left thru
Heads square thru, do-sa-do ocean wave
Girls trade, girls run,
Half tag, trade and roll
Go right and left grand
Heads square thru, swing thru
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll
Square thru 3/4, trade by, swing thru
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll
Dive thru, zoom, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru
Right and left thru, swing thru
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll
Do-sa-do ocean wave, girls trade
Girls run, half tag, trade and roll
Star thru, partner trade
Slide thru, left allemande
Sides pass thru around one to a line
Pass thru, half tag, trade and roll
Swing thru, girls trade, boys trade
Centers trade, boys run, centers fold
Left allemande
by Wayne Simpson, So. Cal. Callers
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Circle four to a line, spin the top
Spin chain thru, recycle, pass thru
Trade by, left allemande
Heads square thru, swing thru
Spin chain thru, boys circulate
Recycle, pass thru, trade by
Left allemande
Heads square thru, star thru, pass thru
Tag the line, clover leaf
Go right and left grand
by Don Varner, So. Cal. Callers Assn.
Four ladies chain, couple No. 1 rollaway
Heads pass thru, separate around one
To a line, if you can right and left thru
Same pair rollaway,
If you can right and left thru
Same pair rollaway
If you can do a right and left thru
Same pair rollaway
Eight to the middle and back,
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Pass thru, U-turn back
If you can right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru, left allemande
Heads curlique, box circulate
Walk and dodge, slide thru
If you can, pass thru, tag the line right
Wheel and deal, slide thru
If you can pass thru, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers slide thru
If you can, allemande
Heads star thru, U-turn back
Slide thru, cast off 3/4
Centers run, bend the line,
Box the gnat, ends slide thru
Left allemande
Heads swing thru, boys trade
Square thru, slide thru, ends trade
Right and left thru, square thru 4 hands
Trade by, left allemande
Heads curlique, box circulate
Walk and dodge, flutter wheel
Star thru, couples circulate
Tag the line, face in, pass thru
Wheel and spread, star thru
For information
and brochures:
Marge Sherlock
62 Suburban Dr.
Streetsville, Ont.
Canada
MAY
15, 16, 17,
1975

14TH INTERNATIONAL
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE
CONVENTION

KEN ANDERSON — BOB CATHCART
JOHNNY DAVIS — DAN DEDO
LEE HELSEL — BOB JAFFRAY
EARLE PARK — STU ROBERTSON
LE VERNE & DORIS REILLY
JOE & ES TURNER

McMaster University,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
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Square thru 3/4, trade by
Left allemande
Heads rollaway, square thru
Flutter wheel, star thru,
couples circulate, tag the line in
Bend the line, flutter wheel
Star thru, cloverleaf
Centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads right and left thru, partner tag
Flutter wheel, star thru, tag the line in
Flutter wheel, star thru
Square thru 3/4, left allemande
Heads star thru, rollaway, pass thru
Swing thru, centers trade, cast off 3/4
Box circulate, boys run,
Couples circulate, girls circulate
Girls trade, couples trade
Bend the line, crosstrail
Left allemande
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
TRANSFER THE COLUMN
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, transfer the column,
Continued on Page 80
INTRODUCING
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EARRINGS' ! !
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like sculptured metal
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plus $1.00 handling 8 shipping. Be first to wear
Dangle/Lites. Wholesalers .. Dealers ... cash
on a skyrocketing market with a fashion first.
Write A. Dean Watkins Co., 1209 E. Saginaw St.,
Lansing, Mi. 48903 or phone: (517) 4895763
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On a Sample Pair of:
DANGLE/LITE EARRINGS
DANGLE/LITE EARRINGS were a "big
hit" at the National Convention in San Antonio, Texas, ORDER YOUR SET TODAY!

SWING INTO SPRING WITH A NEW DEPENDABLE

N EWCOM B
Prepaid anywhere
In U.S. if check
In full
accompanies order
Pennsylvania
Residents add
6./. Sales Tax.
TR-1625
25 Watt Amplifier
Callers net $226.22

"4---'4""1"•"
TR-1640M-E2
40 Watt Amplifier
Caller's net $350.30

NEWCOMB

TR-1656M-HF2
56 Watt Amplifier
Callers . net $415.15
,•••—"Ths

STEREOPHONIC

RECORD CASE

MONOPHONIC

Holds 120 45-rpm records

YRS-1680-K N2
10 Watt Amplifier
relies ne•
$719.93

MAY BE PURCHASED WITH NO DOWN PAYMENT

$14.95
Postage $2.00 MIKE COZY

$5.95
Postage .75g

SPECIAL ! ! ! GRAB BAG —
1 Doz. 45 RPM Square or Round Dance Records for $10.00 postpaid.
Specify rounds or squares. Sorry, no choice of titles.
THIS IS A LIMITED OFFER.

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER
DEPT.S, RD BOX 292, MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754 PH: 717-435-0460
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THE COLLEGES
ARE COMING.. .
BETTER TRAINING EQUALS A
BETTER FUTURE PROFESSION
The calling profession, even for the occasional caller, requires much more than it did at one time, involving im- '
portant elements of leadership, organization, promotion,
human relations, recreation techniques, as well as the obvious training items of voice, music, equipment, choreography and programming. Thorough training is a MUST
these days, and callers can get valuable first-hand help
from the experts in these extensive several-day training
events:

HOT SPRINGS,
ARKANSAS
Aug. 4-9: New Callers
Aug. 10-15: Callers 1 Year 4
Aug. 17.22: Experienced Callers

STAFF: Cal Golden, Jim Hilton,
Jim Mayo, Stan Burdick, Will Orlich, Don Williamson, Bob Cone,
Glenn Turpin, Rev. M.J. Tibbs
Write: Sharon Golden
P.O. Box 2280
Hot Springs, AR 71901

SOUTH FORK,
COLORADO
BILL PETERS &
GUEST EXPERTS
Sept. 1 - 5, 1975
Specialized Training for both
Beginning & Experienced Callers
Write: Bill Peters
5046 Amondo Drive
San Jose, CA 95129

PROMENADE HALL
CALLERS COLLEGES
STAFF: Dick & Ardy Jones,
Johnny & Charlotte Davis
MERRILLVILLE, IN.
July 13-18
August 3-8
August 11-14
(Alumni)
POCONO, PA.
April 6-11
RAINBOW LAKE
NORTH CAROLINA
August 24-29
Write: PHCC, 6336 Cleveland
Merrillville, IN 46410

ESTES PARK,
COLORADO
6th Annual Dance Ranch College
July 13-17 — Callers with 2 years
or less experience.
July 20-24 — Callers with More
than 2 Years Experience.

STAFF: Frank Lane, Earl Johnston, Beryl Main, Vaughn Parrish.
WRITE: Frank Lane's Dance
Ranch, P.O. Box 1382, Estes
Park, CO 80517.

HARRISONBURG, VA.
AMES, IOWA
August 3-7 Madison College
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
E. Johnston, A. Brundage,J. Lasry June 16-20, 1975
Omaha Area — August 6-10
TROY, NEW HAMPSHIRE MANHATTAN, KANSAS
East Hill Farm — Aug. 17-21
Harold Bausch, Stan Burdick
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY
C. McLean,J. Mayo, A. Brundage,
June 16-20. 1975
FORT WAYNE,
V. Parrish. E. Johnston
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
East Hill Farm — Aug. 24-28
INDIANA
J. Mayo, J. Lasry, E. Johnston, UNIV. OF ALBUQUERQUE
July 14-17, 1975
A. Brundage
Harold Bausch, Stan Burdick Choreography, Voice, Teaching, July 14-19, 1975
BEAVER IS., MICHIGAN
Write: American Squaredance Programming, Leadership, Contra
CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIV.
Magazine, P.O. Box 788, San- Write: Callers School, P.O. Box
July 27-August 1, 1975
2223, Vernon, Conn. 06066.
dusky, Ohio 44870.
FT. COLLINS, COLORADO'
SILVER BAY,
FONTANA VILLAGE,
COLORADO STATE UNIV.
July 27-August 1, 1975
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA

FREMONT,
NEBRASKA

November 13-16, 1975

STAFF: Don Williamson, Bob
Rust, Stan Burdick, Tex Brownlee.
Write: Fontana Village,
Fontana Dam, N.C. 28733
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Lake George Area
August 1-5, 1975

Orphie Easson, Stan Burdick
Write: American Squaredance
Magazine, P.O. Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio 44870.

STAFF INCLUDES: Dena Fresh,,
Bob Howell, Don Armstrong, Cal
Campbell, Deane Serena, Gib Gilbert & others.
Beginner courses for teaching/calling squares, contras, rounds. Gra
duate credit available.
Write for brochure: Lloyd Shaw
Foundation, Educ. Mail Diy.,1860
Darlee Ct., Lakewood, CO 80215.

Product Line
Square dancers and callers are the
"travelingest" people imaginable. More
often than not night driving and varied
road conditions are encountered. Automobile breakdowns happen even to the
most careful and farsighted driver.
A great many readers own late model automobiles that do not have external whip type radio antennas. What do
these motorists do when their automobiles become disabled at roadside and
they need to signal for help? In years
past, a white handkerchief was tied to
the radio antenna to signal, and the
hood or trunk lid was raised. This was
fine as long as it wasn't raining or snowing, and the car was not disabled on a
busy freeway.
The answer to the motorist's problem is called "Car-n-boat" aid. It is a
small fluorescent orange vinyl emergency flag equipped with a suction cup
that may be easily placed on the roof,
trunk lid or window of a disabled vehicle. The flag comes in a heavy duty

mailing container which may be used
to store it conveniently under the front
seat of an auto or within a boat until
needed. It measures 14" x 9" and contains the word "HELP" in bold black
letters. Order it for $2.39 postpaid
from JNA Associates, Dept. 121, 4936
Innsbruck Dr., Fort Wayne, Indiana
46815. Moneyback guarantee.

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND ONE OF THESE
FINE CALLERS SCHOOLS
BOONVILLE
NEW YORK

Potato Hill SID Cariipground
July 13- 19: Introduction
for New Callers

Staff: Joe Uebelacker,
Jerry Schatzer
August 3-7: Experienced callers
with emphasis on choreography

Staff: Joe Uebelacker
Joe Uebelacker, Durfee Road,
Buskirk, NY 12028

SCOTIA, NEW YORK

HARMONY, PA.

PONDEROSA HALL
June 26- 28,1975

Indian Brave Camp

KEN ANDERSON,
RON SCHNEIDER

July 6-10, 1975

Emphasis on choreography and
JACK LASRY,RON SCHNEIDER
keeping track of dancers. Featuring sight and system calling.
Help in building program.
Emphasis placed on choreograph
techniques and methods.
Write: Ken Anderson,
108 Edgewood Acres.
Write: Jack Lasry, 19010 NW
Chatham, New York 12037.
11th Ave., Miami, FL 33169
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LEE KOPMAN calling the INTRODUCTION TO
CHALLENGE on two new long-playing albums, BS
1027 & BS 1028. "The First 100 Challenge Basics"
with instruction book included. Album $7.95, plus
281 post. each. Tape: 58.95 plus 18i post, each.
Lee Kopman

MERRBACH
'Flip instrumentals

PRESENTS

BLUE STAR ALBUMS & TAPES
BLUE STAR ALBUMS AND TAPES, 1016, 1019, 1021, 1022,
1023, 1024, 1025, 1026. Albums are $6.98, plus 28t postage;
Tapes are $7.95, plus 18i postage.
NEW ALBUM: 1029— Jerry Helt Calling Contra Dancing (One side
called, flip side instrumental) Album: $6.95 plus 28E postage; tape is
$7.95 plus 18i postage.

BLUE STAR SINGLES
2000- Somebody Else's Date, Caller: Marshall Flippo•
1999—Old Monterey, Caller: Dave Taylor•
1998— Jessie Polka Square, Caller: Vaughn Parrish•
1997— Walkin and Talkin, Caller: Marshall Flippo*
1996— Red Roses From the Blue Side of Town, Caller: Tex Brownlee*
1995— Sing, Sing A Song, Caller: Johnny Wykoff'

DANCE RANCH RELEASES
628- Walk Right Back, Caller: Barry Medford•
627— On A Highway Headed South, Caller: Ron Schneider*
926— I Think I'm Going To Make It All The Way, Frank Lane*

BOGAN RELEASES
1263— Morning After, Caller: Wade Driver•
1262— Glory On My Mind, Caller: Wade Driver*
1261— Night Coach, Caller: Andy Petrere•
1260— If You Love Me Let Me Know, Caller: Wayne Baldwin•

LORE RELEASES
1148— Call Me Baby, Caller: Johnny Creel*
1147— That Song Is Driving Me Crazy, Caller: Stan Ruebell•
1146— Mama Don't Allow, Caller: Johnny Creel*

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES
2369— Old Man From the Mountain, Caller: Wayne Mahan•
2368— Bicycle Morning, Caller: Gary Mahnken•
2367— Amarillo By Morning, Caller: Ken Oppenlander*

ROCKING A RELEASES
1361— Hee Haw Polka Square, Caller: Dave King*

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas
56

Write for Brochure
and
Select Your Choice

CALIFONE
CASSETTE
TAPE

TERMS

RECORDERS:

for
Your Convenience

from $39.95
for cassette players;

USED

from $59.95

P.A. SYSTEMS

for cassette recor-

AVAILABLE

ders and players.

TR 1640M-HF2 $380.55

All Prices
P.0.13. Houston

TR 1640M-E2 $350.30
"E2-A"
NEW VOLUME CONTROL
New Mike Control, does away with
the bulk of the old control, pot is

Ashton Record
Cases
All Metal
holds 120 records
plus mike & notes

S16.95
plus $2.00 shipping
Canada $3.50

green-brown-black

mounted in the mike itself and the
cord is wired into the mike and control, no

extra

needed. You can send

us your mike and we will rewire it
with the new control for

$40.00

plus $1.50 postage and insurance.
NEWCOMB Record Case:
$14.95, plus $2.00 postage.

POWER ONE
.se

THIS POWER BOOSTER AMPLIFIER
WILL BOOST POWER FROM YOUR
AMPLIFIER TO A MAXI MUM OF SOO
WATTS. UNIT IS LIN IER AND THERE
IS NO HEAT PROBLEM.

RETAIL $319.00
CALLER PRICE $289.00
PLUS MAILING

No. 661 is a new mike, both high
and low impedence.
Write for information of ST-3 Tuner
and the PM-4 wireless mike.
PM-4 Mike: $274.00
ST-3 Tuner: $286.00

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE. P.O. Box 7308, Houston, Texas 77008
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Badges
ARMETA — Dept. A
Original Fun Club Badges
12505 N. E. Fremont St.
Portland, Oregon 97230
CENTURY CLUB
Merit badge of distinction. Join today.
P.O. Box 57
Westfield, Mass. 01085.
Cost: $1.25
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
P.O. Box 245
Gig Harbor, Washington 98335.
LLORRY'S
1852 South Reed Street 1303-986-6446)
Lakewood, Colorado 80226
Activity & Club Badges
LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE
Tom Curto & Sons
116 Sewall St.
Ludlow, Mass. 01056
THE MAR EX COMPANY
506Y2W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, III. 61820
Largest selection — Fun & Club Badges
FREE CATALOGUE
MARMAC SPECIALTIES
316 Brockton Road (567-1321)
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021
Free Fun Badge Catalog
PAULY'S (715-845-3979)
P.O. Box 72
Wausau, Wis. 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO.
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our
Design or Yours — Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43219
Phone 471-3735.
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES
288 NE 47th Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Chuck Leamon, caller & owner.
Send for free flyer.
G5 ENGRAVING
2124 Graham Avenue
Utica, NY 13502
Phone: (315) 735-4635
Custom Club Badges
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CALIFORNIA— 6th Annual Death Valley
Dance, March 7-8, Furnace Creek Ranch;
So. Nevada Callers. Write Bea Dyke, 2106
Statz, Apt. A, N. Las Vegas, NV 89030.
INDIANA— Hoosier Round-A-Rama, Sheraton Motor Inn; Fort Wayne, Mar. 7-9; Iry &
Betty Easterday, Betty & Clancy Mueller.
Write Dance Chairman, 908Y2 E. Main, New
Haven, IN 46774.
GEORGIA— 9th Ann. Spring Swing, Bell
Auditorium, Augusta; March 8; Ken Anderson. Write Dan Martin, 422 Kemp Dr., Augusta, GA 30904.
FLORIDA— 3rd Annual Shamrock Swing,
Civic Auditorium, Melbourne; Mar. 8; Dave
Taylor & the Jaynes. Write George Ammon,
435 Norwood Ave., Satellite Beach, Fl 32937.
VIRGINIA— Southern Squares present John
Saunders, Mar. 7; Nat. Guard Armory, Danville. Write Jim Souers, 593 Arlington Rd.,
Danville, VA 24541.
KENTUCKY— Bluegrass Hoppers Spring
Festival, Mar. 8, Winburn Jr. Hi, Lexington;
Jim Coppinger. Write James & Brenda Gentry, 1969 Greenleaf Dr., Lexington 40505.
NEBRASKA— Siouxland Square-up, Mar.
7-9; Marina Inn, So. Sioux City; Marshall
Flippo, Frank Lane. Write Siouxland Squareup, PO Box 1382, Estes Park, CO 80517.
CARRIBEAN HOLIDAY, Mar. 8-15. Write
Don Littlefield, 221 9th St. So., Moorhead,
MN 56560.
NEW HAMPSHIRE— Queen City Promenaders, 10th Anniversary Dance, Mar. 9; High
School, Manchester; Ron Hebert, Glenn
Turpin, Jen & Ray Fregeau. Write Norm &
Sue Lamontagne, 12 Nutt Rd., Auburn,
NH 03032.
FLORIDA— Ancient City Square-up, St.
Augustine Armory; Mar. 14-15; Elmer Sheffield, Roger Chapman, Bobby Keefe, James
& Joyce Ashworth. Write Bobby Keefe,
14149 Pleasant Pt. Lane, Jacksonville 32225.

GEORGIA— 4th Ann. S. Georgia Jubilee,
Valdosta City Auditorium, Mar. 14-15. Write
Bob Bennett, 2111 Hillcerst Dr., Valdosta,
GA 31601.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA— WASCA's
Star-Studded 16th Spring S/D Festival,
Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington; Mar. 1315; Lee Kopman, L. Helsel, S. Mitchell, A.
Tipton, D. Jones, R. Schneider, J. Haag, D.
Bayer, M. Flippo, Palmquists, Procters, Roberts. Write Duke & Sara Hagedorn, 8517
Crestview Dr., Fairfax, VA 22030.
INDIANA— Potawatomi Pow-Wow, Pokagon State Park, Angola; Mar. 14-16; Ron &
Dee Wagner, Ted & Betty Vaile; Bill & Leona DePouw; Don & Barb Gordon. Write
Ron & Dee Wagner, 8551 Riverview, Kalamazoo, MI 49004.
MISSISSIPPI— DoCiDancers' 13th Annual
Magnolia Festival, Nat. Guard Armory,
Greenville; Mar. 15; J.D. Kerr. Write Sharon
Vesecky, 1171 Cloverdale. Greenville, MS
38701.
SOUTH CAROLINA— 2nd Ann. Spring S/D
Festival, Myrtle Beach; Mar. 14-15. Write
Ardie Banker, 1125 Echo Glen Rd., Charlotte, NC 28213.
INDIANA— Hoosier New Dancer Roundup,
Indiana Convention-Expo Center, Indianapolis; Mar. 16. Write IDA News, 407 S. 4th,
Beech Grove, IN 46107.
ILLINOIS— 2nd Ann. Spring Festival, Carbondale; Mar. 16; Dave Taylor. Write Lamoria & Gene Stocks, Rt. 1, DeSoto, IL
62924.
VERMONT— 6th Ann. Maple Sugar Festival, Mar. 21-22, High School, Burlington;
Red Bates, Bob Yerington, Tom & Barbara
Potts. Write Larry & Charlotte Desoncie, 22
Cobbleview Rd., Colchester, VT 05446.
TENNESSEE— Great Smoky Mt. Festival,
Gatlinburg; Mar. 21-22; Ted Frye, Dick Jones,
Harper Smith, Ed Foote, Marge & Charlie
Carter. Write David & M.F. Grooms, 805
Coventry Rd., Knoxville, TN 37919.
GEORGIA— 7th Ann. Ruy Camp Dance,
Exhibition Ctr., Atlanta, Mar. 22. Write
Bob & Harriette Parker, 122 Honeysuckle
Lane SE, Smyrna, GA 30080.
NEW YORK— F LAC-Fest, Central School,
Odessa; Mar. 22; John Hendron, Mo Howard, Jean Alve, Walt Jessup, Laverne & Doris Reilly. Write Ashby Fowler, RD 3, Dundee, NY 14837.

3/D Products
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965) —
Five-color, eyecatching seals on your correspondence are an invitation to square dancing,
Order from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis, Tn. 38118. Samples on request: One
sheet (50)-50E; Three sheets (1501—$1; Ten
sheets—$3; Twenty—$5; Special discount on
100 sheets for Club or S/D Shop resale.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write: P.O. Box 184, Wenham, Mass. 01984
Call: 617-468-2533
_1

Ewe & Dick Tirprnas
13 Lucian Streial
Manchester, Conn,

4604
liot.

_

—

S/D LABELS with dancing couple, 500 @ $2
Order from Square Specialties, Box 1065,
Manchester, Conn. 06040.
GREETING CARDS FOR ,li DANCERS
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — GENERAL
$2.00/ box of 12, plus 4% tax in Indiana
Please specify all Get-well or assortment
CADOBRAND, 3002 Schaper, Ft. Wayne, IN.
DEALERS Needed to Sell Square Dance
BUMPER STICKERS. Write Dave Walby,
632 Hancock St., Sandusky, 0 44870.
SQUARE DANCE TIES — Pattern instruction
kits and custom made; Square Dance SEALS
and DECALS. Brochure on request.
C & J Western Wear, P.O. Box 178
Norge, Virginia 23127
CLINTON SOUND EQUIPMENT, including
23-lb., 120 w. units and new MIDGETS
(200 w., 17 lbs.) are now available for fast
UPS delivery from this midwest location.
Call 419-433-2188 or write: B-ENT LINES,
216 Williams St., Huron, Ohio 44839.

ONE PHOTOSTAMP is worth 1000 words.
Perforated, gummed backs; 3 saes; Black &
White only. S5 per sheet, any size. Maxi: 50
per sheet; Midi . 100 per sheet;
Mini: 200 per sheet. Send photc
or negative, check or money or •
der to Billie Gawthrop, 1431
Walnut, C 15, Canon City, CO.
81212.

Continued on Page 61
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Books

IET-UP AND GET-OUT:
manual to help caters
reate original choreograohy with infinite variaions. $6 ppd. Order from
Vill Orlich, PO Box 8577,
3radenton, Fla. 33505.
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;TEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BA;ICS, (78 exercises) $3.50 ppd. 10 week dan:er proven basic course, dance positions, R/D
erminology, mixers, basic styling hints and
)elps on teaching. Order from Frank Lehlert, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo, Ohio.
MODERN AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS: Know the mechanics of square
dance calls and expand your choreography
through the use of COMPREHENSIVE
HASH. This book presents a new concept
in hash calling that will surprise your dancers with the familiar basics. Price: $15.00.
Send to Louis P. Ouellet, 79 Sage Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn. 06610.
300+ COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU
EQUIVALENTS AND THEIR USES— eight
chapters and examples using combinations
to zero out any set-up. Price: $7.50. Order:
Jim Gemmel°, 228 VV. 6th St., Garnett,
Kansas 66032.
SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA;
by Bill Burleson; $5.00 Rapid, comprehensive reference for nearly 2000 sld movements. Results of 10-year survey. Supplements available three times a year.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square
Dancing by Bill Burleson, $3.00. 80 pages,
130 movements; a must for every dancer.
Order from: Bill Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave.
Minerva, Ohio 44657
AFTER PARTY FUN, S2.75 plus 25i mailing. Contains two books combined into one,
with new material that will put life into your
club or festival. Edited by the man who originated after party fun at dances and festivals.
Order from Ray Smith, Star Harbor, Malakoff, Texas 54148.

SEW WITH DISTINCTION — "Promenade's"
Guide to Better Sewing; published by Toledo
Area S/D Callers Association. Cost: $1.25 +
25! handling. Order from Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N. McCord Rd., Toledo, 0 43615.
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Notes

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

SCVSD CALLERS NOTES
Bill Davis
180 N. Castanya Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
Rt. 1 — Box 187
Maple Plain, MN 55359
PATTER CHATTER
Emanuel Duming
Montebello Apts. 241
5534 Fredericksburg Rd.
San Antonio, TX 78229
Ask about Choreography Checkers
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith
3510 Denver St.
Memphis, TN 38127
HASHING IT OVER
Jay King
P.O. Box 462
Lexington, MA 02173
NOTES FOR CALLERS
Jack Lasry
19010 N.W. 11th Ave.
Miami, Florida 33169
TEMPO
Jeanne Moody 1408-422-94481
632 University Ave.
Salinas, CA 93901
CHOREO GUIDELINE (75 Basics)
and
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
Willard Orlich
P.O. Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton, FL 33505
SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE
John & Evelyn Strong
750 Inglewood Street
Salinas, California 93901
TORONTO & DISTRICT S/D ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
25 Elmwood Avenue
Willowdale, Ontario, Canada
S/D ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ted Wegener
16404 Ardath Avenue
Gardena, CA 90247

•Record•

DEALERS
ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
P.O. Box 2154
Sierra Vista 85635
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment.
CALIFORNIA
Nancy Seeley's Records for Dancing
P.O. Box 5156
China Lake, CA 93555
Also flags, books, shoes — All by mail!
Robertson Dance Supplies
3600 33rd Ave.
Sacramento, CA 95824
ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago, IL 60639
Ask about our bonus plan.
INDIANA
Whirlaway News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13261 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka, IN 46544
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
10 Second Street
Hallowell, ME 04347
MASSACHUSETTS
Jerry's Record Service
48 Grove St.
Springfield, MA 01107
MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E.
St. Paul, MN 55106
612-774-5732
MISSOURI
Webster Records
124 West Lockwood Ave.
Webster Groves, MO 63119
20 Years of Prompt Service
NORTH CAROLINA
Raybuck Record Serv. & Callers Sup.
Route 1, Box 212
Advance, NC 27006
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
F & S Western Shop
1553 VVestern Ave.
Toledo, OH 43609

RECYCLE RECORD SHOP
15413 Steinway Blvd.
Maple Heights, OH 44137
216-662-1987
Serving Cleveland & Northeast Ohio
WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES
1006 Southcenter Shopping Ctr. (98188)
or 750 Northgate Mall, Seattle (98125)
EVERYTHING for the square dancer!
TEXAS
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas, TX 75217
214-398-7508

•Rocord•
DISTRIBUTORS
OHIO
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16
Bath, Ohio
CALIFORNIA
CORSAIR CONTINENTAL CORP.
1433 E. Mission Blvd.
Pomona, CA 91766

Tapes
HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service
P.O. Box 3290
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS
EVENTS, Continued
NORTH CAROLINA— 16th Tar Heel
Square-Up, Mar. 21-22, Benton Convention
Center, Winston-Salem; Ken Bower, Vaughn
Parrish, Jack & Darlene Chaffee. Write Ken
Springs, 2600 Starnes Rd., Charlotte 28214.
FLORIDA— S/D Spectacular, Circus World
Showcase, Haines City; Sam Mitchell, Roger
Chapman, Mar. 23. Write Glenn J. Graves,
PO Box 2006, Haines City, FL 33844.
KANSAS— 11th CKSDA Spring Jubilee,
Manhattan City Auditorium, Mar. 29. Write
Jerry & Lorraine Huff, Rocky Ford Trailer
Ct., No. 63, Manhattan, KS 66502.
MISSISSIPPI— S/D Assoc. Dance, Mar. 29;
Fred Drouant. Write M.B. Parker, 3407
Kites Dr., Jackson, MS 39208.
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We must apologize for an oversight and thank those who wrote us about our
error. Partner trade is very definitely described as part of the trade "family"
in the SIO/ASDS group of 75 basics, and should not have appeared in our
PLUS-10 group (left hand column) each month. It has been deleted. The
others aren't changing very much, and that is as it should be. (Last month's
position is shown after each one, in parenthesis.) More shifting takes place
in the right hand column, of course. Callerlab selections (walk and dodge, coordinate, and recycle) still maintain high positions in the estimation of our
twenty key leader/pollsters, reflecting the current, up-to-the-minute dancing
tastes of North Americans. Callerlab selections will be announced next
month, because of an adjusted quarter (see Callerlab Confab, p. 27).
MAINSTREAM
EXPERIMENTAL
1. Curlique (2)
1. Ferris wheel (2)
2. Flutter wheel (3)
2. Coordinate (1)
3. Scoot back (5)
3. Transfer the column (4)
4. Sweep a quarter (6)
4. Recycle (5)
5. Walk and Dodge (1)
5. Lock It (3)
6. Zoom (4)
6. Half tag, trade, roll (8)
7. Spin chain the gears (9)
7. Motivate (6)
8. Fan the top (8)
8. Cast a shadow (7)
9. Cloverflo (10)
9. Right on (N)
10. Partner tag (AR)
10. Flip back (9)
Also ran: Circle to two-faced line,
Also ran: Grand Parade, File to a line,
Turn and left thru, Split/box/single
Peel the toptivate.
file circulate.
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Try These Great Singing Calls..

SOMETHING BETTER
by Bob Wid<ers Hi - Hat 446
-

I'VE BEEN EVERYWHERE
by Ernie Kinney Hi - Hat 445

New Hoedowns:

MOLOKAI — MAUI

Records
62

New Islanders

Hi Hat 627

Bob Wickers

NATIONAL
NEWS

New officers for the New Orleans
Callers Association are: Mike Koehl,
president; Jim Moore, Vice-president;
Don Wilcox, secretary; Bob Sams, treasurer. The association will sponsor a
seminar for callers in the state of Louisiana this month, conducted by Jack
Lasry. The annual Callers Dance will
be held Oct. 18 at Bar None Ranch.
Johnny Creel
Metairie, Louisiana
IN MEMORIAM

OVERSEAS DANCERS REUNION

The Thirteenth Annual Reunion of
Overseas Square and Round Dancers
will be held in Las Vegas, Nevada,
August 6-9, 1975. Headquarters will
be the beautiful Stardust Hotel, and
dancing will be at the Las Vegas Convention Center, air-conditioned, with
room for 100 squares or more.
The Welcome Dance at the Center,
August 6th, will be open to local dancers and the public.
Qualifications for membership in
the Overseas Dancers Association and
eligibility rules for attending the reunion are: dancers must have belonged
to and danced with an overseas club,
including Alaska, Hawaii or Puerto Rico.
Steve & Fran Stephens
San Antonio, Texas
LOUISIANA ACTIVITIES

The following officers were elected
at the General Meeting of the Metropolitan New Orleans Area S&RiD Association, held at the International
American Hotel in January: President,
Bob Clinton; 1st Vice-president, Elbert
Singer; 2nd Vice-president, Johnny
Creel; Recording Secretary, Rose Marhay; Corresponding Secretary, Herb
Ackerman; Treasurer, Roxie Mount.
The association will hold its annual
festival on August 15-16, with Melton
Luttrell and Jim Mayo, Wayne and Norma Wylie. The organization applied for
and filed all necessary forms with the
government to volunteer the callers and
dancers of the association to help in
any way possible to promote the Bicentennial Celebration and square dancing.

Max Hindes, proprietor of Twin
Lake Plastics, passed away in Muskegon, Michigan. His wife Ida announces
that the badge and ribbon business will
be carried on by their son and son-inlaw.
FONTANA FROLICS

The square dance season will begin
in Fontana Village, the Great Smoky
Mountains' largest resort, with the
opening session of the spring Swap
Shop on April 26. Since this is the oldest established square dance festival of
its kind held in the United States, Fontana Village Resort lays claim to being
the world's square dance capitol. This
year will mark the 44th time the semiannual event has been held. With eighteen staff members and eight guest
staff assisting, we are confident that
reservations will result in some 800
dancers attending. The Village will resound with the activities of the dancers
until the Festival concludes on May 4.
For the 22nd time, Rebel Roundup
will beheld May 4-11 with a staff from
seven states to assure that the dancers
will have a week chock full of activities. Last spring, more than 500 dancers showed up for the week-long
event, and this year's attendance will
almost equal that of Swap Shop.
Accent on Rounds with Squares,
traditionally a "different" festival featuring round dancing, gets underway
May 18-25. It is limited to 200 round
dancers on a first-come, first-served basis. The staff of this festival consists of
Al (Tex) Brownlee, John and Vic Laverty, and Carl and Pat Smith, assisted
this spring by Jerry and Barbara Pierce.
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Fun Fest, traditionally as large as
Swap Shop with its own following of
dancers, begins May 24, and the Village will play host to this group until
June 1, when regular guests take over
square dancing in the resort's Recreational Hall.
An unusual feature of Fontana Village's square dance festivals is the use
of live music, for the resort has its own
square dance band, the Fontana Ramblers, led by Vance Trull, famous

mountain fiddler who has been with
the Ramblers organization for more
than ten years. The only exception to
this is Accent on Rounds, which uses
recorded music.
The recreation director of the
sprawling resort is Tex Brownlee, a
well-known national caller on the
square dance scene for more than 25
years. He is host caller for all the festivals, and with his wife, Jean, is a
year-round resident of Fontana Village.
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quare Dance
CLOTHING
CALIFORNIA
Do-Sa-Do Shop
137 W. Main St.
Alhambra, CA 91801
Complete S/D Wear — Catalog Available

FLORIDA
CHEZ BEA for square and
round dancing CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128 St., 1759-8131)
No. Miami, FL 33161

ILLINOIS
THE MAREX CO.
506'/ W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, I L 61820
Novelty & Accessory Catalog

INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
1538 Main St. (Speedway)
Indianapolis, IN 46224
Records Shipped Same Day

IOWA
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KENTUCKY
Preslar's Western Shop Inc.
3111 S.4 St.
Louisville, KY 40214
All S/D Supplies; Newcombs & Mikes
SHOOT'N STAR
1115 Dupont Circle
Louisville, KY 40207
We sell everything for the square dancer!

MAINE
THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
584 Main St.
South Portland, Maine 04106
Large Selection of S/D Items

R & S ENTERPRISES
S/D Apparel Shop
402 Dakota Trail
Iowa City, IA 52240

MARY LAND

KANSAS

MICHIGAN

DIXIE DAISY
1355 Odenton Rd.
Odenton, MD 21113

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
2527 West Pawnee 1316-943-85941
Wichita, KS 67213
Everything for the Square Dancer
4 ba.,1111.
4;41114S41.a.;• 111;2;4

RUTHAD 1313-841-05861
8869 Avis
Detroit, MI 48209
Prettier, perkier, petticoats, pantalettes
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SINGLE SQUARE DANCERS, U.S.A.

The host club, Spares and Pairs, of
Minneapolis, Minnesota, invite single
dancers to the fifth Annual Dance-ARama of Single Square Dancers, U.S.A.
to be held August 29 to 31 in Minneapolis.
What is Single Square Dancers, U.S.
A., Inc.? It is a national organization
established to promote and stimulate
interest in square dancing among unmarried people of all ages. A single square

dancer who is eighteen or older is invited to attend the annual festival.
Readers interested in more information should write of Marlene B. Hansen, 1217 Grand Ave., St. Paul, MN
55105.
FLASH! ANNOUNCEMENT!

Stan and Cathie Burdick will be hosting a tour for ten days to Hawaii,
February 2 through 12, 1976, to include three islands: Kauai, Waikiki,
Continued on Page 72
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NEW JERSEY
The Corral, John Pedersen, Jr.
41 Cooper Ave.
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
SID Apparel and Accessories
NEW YORK
IRON DASquare Dance Shoppe
759 Washington Ave. (266-5720)
Irondequoit, Rochester, NY
Everything for the Square Dancer!

PENNSYLVANIA
MAREA'S Western Wear & Records
3749 Zimmerly Road
Cor. Love & Zimmerly
Erie, PA 16506

Donohue's Dancing Duds
205 Lincoln St.
Scotia, NY 12302
Have Dudsmobile, Will Travel!
NORTH CAROLINA
WESTERN CENTER OF THE SOUTH
3803 Northgate Drive
Greensboro, NC 27405
Have Truck , Will Travel!
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
HERGATT'S WESTERN SHOP
50 N. Linwood Ave.
Norwalk, Ohio 44857
Everything Western

SOUTH CAROLINA
Marty's Square Dance Fashions
404 Cherokee Drive
Greenville, SC 29607
S/D Clothing for Men & Women
TENNESSEE
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosley Rd.
Memphis, TN 38116
Send for Free Catalog
Nick's Western Shop
245 E. Market & Cherokee
Kingsport, TN 37660
Will Ship Records & Clothing
TEXAS
FAWCETT'S Square Dance Shop
412 W. Sam Houston
Pharr, TX 78577 (512-787-1116)
Everything for the Square Dancer

M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave. (216-835-0354)
Cleveland, Ohio 44111
Dancer's Shopping Delight
PROMENADE SHOP
177 Burlington Rd. (286-5805)
Jackson, Ohio 45640
Mail Orders Welcome

WEST VIRGINIA
BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR
Route 3, Meadowdale
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554
Complete Line for Square Dancers

SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241
Records Available, Too!

Western Wear & Tack
5006 McCorkle Ave. SW
South Charleston, WV 25303
Square Dance Apparel
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DANDY IDEA

A

We believe it was Harold Sharp of Coldwater, Michigan, who handed us this
novel promotional card at a clinic. We
think the idea of promoting club visitation this way is a good one, but the
caption could be reworded and the dog
used to promote any club dance or
special event.
The caption reads:
"Feeling sad ....
Are you lonely and blue?
You can have a "doggone" good time
If you go SQUARE DANCING tonight!
Look over the ads and pick
A new club to visit ....
It'll perk you up!"

Rt. 8
College Hills

RIB
BOOT

r

e

Greeneville, Tn.
37743

Ralph ilvius

John Hendron

RB 181 BRING BACK YOUR LOVE
by Ralph Silvius
Ken Anderson

RB 182 I CAN'T HELP IT IF I'M STILL
IN LOVE WITH YOU
by Al Brundage

Al Brundage

RB 179 BACK HOME AGAIN
by Bob Vinyard
RB 178 LOVE TRAIN
by Elmer Sheffield
Jim Coppinger

RB 177 SWEET BABY JANE
by Jim Coppinger
RB 175 LOVE'S GONNA LIVE HERE
by Allen Tipton

E mer he le d
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RED BOOT has purchased JAY-BAR-KAY.
Ken Anderson will remain on the label.

Bob Vinyard

ROOM FULL OF ROSES— MCA 40314
Choreography by Smitty & Marguerite Smith
Excellent music and a good intermediate
two step.

ROUND DANCES
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert
DOMINO — Roper 306
Choreography by Hap & A.J. Wolcott
Pretty music and a nice intermediate threepart two step,
DADDY'S LITTLE GIRL— Capitol 6225
Choreography by Mary & Frank Seidelmann
Pretty music with Al Martino vocal; flowing
intermediate waltz routine.
ADIOS — RCA 447-0716
Choreography by Bob & Jane Norman
Very pretty music with Jim Reeves vocal;
an interesting high-intermediate waltz routine.
LEAVING IT UP TO YOU— MGM 14735
Choreography by Germaine & Clarence Timm
Pop tune by the Osmonds; easy intermediate two step.
FORGETTIN BOUT YOU — MGM 14758
Choreography by Ann & Andy Handy
Jim Glaser vocal; intermediate two step using mostly basic steps.
WOLVERTON MOUNTAIN— Columbia 433076; Choreo by Ray & Joyce Bloom
Good music and an interesting easy intermediate two step .
SLEEPY TIME GAL — Grenn 14206
Choreography by Lloyd & Maizie Poole
Good music and a good easy level ROMtype two step. Repress of a classic.
RHUMBA GUITAR — Grenn 14206
Choreography by Paul & Laura Merola
Good music and a different four-part challenging rhumba.

LOVE STORY TANGO — Telemark 897
Choreography by Paul & Laura Merola
A fast-moving interestingly different high
intermediate to challenging routine.
IN LOVE AGAIN— Grenn 14205
Choreography by Max & Nancy Nosker
Very pretty music and a good flowing easy
intermediate waltz.
OUT THERE — Grenn 14205
Choreography by Jim & Ethel Sudborough
Good peppy music; an easy intermediate
two step routine with a slow sand step.
MELANCHOLY BABY — Hi Hat 932
Choreography by Joe & Opal Cohen
Good music; intermediate two step routine,
most of which is "one step."
RHUMBA BASICO — Hi Hat 932
Choreography by Norman & Gladys Cook
Good colorful music and a pleasant easy
intermediate routine.
STARLIGHT SERENADE— London 11021
Choreography by Art & Ruth Youwer
Very pretty music and a nice unusual highintermediate two step with a "lower and
rise."
BROADWAY JOE — ABC 11403
Choreography by Bob & Betty Dean
A flowing easy intermediate two step;
vocal by Johnny Carver about Joe Namath.
ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT— Roper
137; Choreography by Ron Rumble
Pretty music; high intermediate international waltz routine.
I WISH I HAD LOVED YOU BETTER-MGM 14734; Elwood & Laura LeBlanc
Intermediate-plus two step with vocal by
Eddie Arnold.
Continued on Page 73

RAMON
MARSCH
Mal Minshall
NEW RELEASES:
DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE
CR 102
"Dub" Hayes

"Dub" Hayes

SONG AND DANCE
MAN
CR 103 Mal Minshall

BUTCH/PAL MAL
CR 101 Hoedowns

720 N. Kansas St., Springdale, AR 72764

CLUBS WEEKENDS
WEEKNIGHTS
LESSONS
WORKSHOPS
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N.W.
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062
PHONE (2161 632-1074
Write or Phone for open
Dates in '75, '76 or '77
Member of ARC Callers Association
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DROPOUTS, Continued

rolled. The class is the most important
thing right now and rightly so, to a
point, but certainly not at the expense
of the members who had stayed in
there working hard to keep the club going.
I predict that out of the 3-1/2
squares in the class, eight couples will
graduate. Three of these couples will
be inactive participants or drop out
within six months and from this class,
a year from now, only three couples
will remain.
As an ex-dancer I would recommend
that these things be done: callers be
callers. Be trained and do your "homework". Plan your night's calling and
learn to recognize the "danger" signals.
It takes much more than a pretty voice
to be a caller.
Clubs, choose your leaders carefully, not just because they dance well
or are a good friend. Develop rules and
by-laws that you can live with, and
stick to them as if the life of your club
depended on it. It does.

Members, let your officers know
what you want and need. Contribute
suggestions. Don't sit back and complain or politic.
Officers, forget what you want, and
always remain open and neutral. Plan,
plan and plan. Put fun and fellowship
in the year's plan as well as dancing.
The club is a unit and composite
of all members. Make the words "for
the good of the club" mean what they
do or should.
In closing, with tears in my eyes, I
ask this question. What do you do with
a has-been couple of square dance nuts
with the nearest club fifty miles away?
Oh, I guess we can visit them occasionally and on special occasions and go to
special dances once in awhile until we
can no longer compete for lack of practice and lack of knowledge. To think
that just a few short weeks ago we had
been harboring ideas of serving in some
capacity on the state or national level.
Another great dream of ours was to organize the clubs in the northern district of our state as the southern half
has done.
ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLE

Records •

P

•

R
S 0
D U 0

MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION—
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing"
(SIO Label) Level 1; Level 2; Level 3. Write
for descriptive literature to Bob Ruff, 8459
Edmaru, Whittier, California 90605.

Books

300+ COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU
EQUIVALENTS AND THEIR USES— eight

chapters: How to resolve ocean wave set-ups;
Zero out any route; Route shifts and zeros;
Zero out any 8-chain thru set-up; Zero out
any box set-up before a DPT; Zero out box
set-ups after DPT; Zero out clover and, or
trade by, set-ups; Route shifts.Examples given. Designed to fit in 45rpm record case.
Book remains open to any page. 5x7". Order from Jim Gammalo, 228 W. 6th, Garnett,
Kansas 66033. Price: S7.50
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COVER TALK

Calvin Cox, occasional contributing
artist for American Squaredance,
splashes a bit of well-arranged color
on our cover this month and hints pictorially that March is grand for a
Grand March to your favorite dance
doin's.

REJECTS, Continued

power to do the job; however, the club
didn't have the money to buy a new
one, so everyone chipped in a little,
pledged a little, and I bought the old
Newcomb to raise enough money. I
still have that old machine, use it almost every day, and outside of changing needles and giving it a few drops of
oil, it has been trouble free with plenty
of power to handle the largest halls.
Meanwhile, the 80-watt job has been
in for repairs several times.
At Rob's urging, the record dances
were dropped, amid much hard feeling, and callers from far away were
brought in about once a month for
dances. Refreshments were purchased
so members could go to dance without
the bother of bringing anything. Needless to say, the goodies just weren't as
good as they used to be. Round dancing between tips was enjoyed only
when another club had enough round
dancers and their dance instructor
brought the records.
The club had been staggering tkancially for several years because the
caller, the hall, and refreshments cost
more than the club took in. Dues were
raised from $10 to $25 a year, and in
spite of everything they were doing to
bring in more money, the treasury had
dropped from more then $200 to a
mere one dollar and seventy-two cents.
The only dance that had showed a
profit was a wildcat dance attended by
some members still wishing to continue
the old record dances at a dollar a
couple, and using the club records for
dancing, with donated refreshments.
That Friday, at the board meeting,
Rob's request came up and was read by
the secretary. One board member immediately commented: "Mr. President,
it isn't that Blackburns don't get help;
we stand by their square and show
them what to do; we try to help but
it's getting so there's no one who will
dance with them. Rob has offered extra
help to anyone who wants it but they
haven't asked. It's just ruining the class
and there's no other way. Some people
can't learn to square dance!"

It was then that the meeting showed
some feelings. One board member said:
"Instead of just asking, why doesn't
Rob spend some time working with
them and helping them instead of dancing with his friends to records 'til midnight every night after the beginners'
class?" Another member suggested:
"He could call them in and ask them to
come a half hour early. There are
plenty of members who would be willing to come early too, to make a square
and give them some extra help."
Of course, I had to make a speech about how fast Rob was teaching, how
some clubs require two years of lessons
before they go into regular club dancing, that they would be setting a precedent and other beginners would drop
rather than take a chance on being told
to leave; that there was no one who
could not learn to dance, given the
time and help needed; that some of
the present board members had had
their troubles when learning and no
one had ever suggested that they drop
out; and, of course, that Blackburns
would be darn good members once
they were dancing.
However, Rob's supporters were adamant and his request was carried by a
big majority. The person who had told
Blackburns about the class now had
the dubious job of telling them not to
come anymore. Let's face it, when Mrs.
Blackburn told me they had been
"kicked out" she was hitting the nail
right on the head and here is where
their unbelievable determination became apparent. We all expected Blackburns to disappear from square dancing forever. I'm sure 99 out of 100
people would never turn back again,
but somehow a comment I had made
got back to them. It was simply that I
had said, "Rob may not want them,
but by golly I do. There's no one who
understands English who can't learn to
square dance." The national convention at Salt Lake had really impressed
me.
As we expected, another couple
dropped out of Rob's class and two
Continued on Page 77
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4400.11BIRD

M. D. Howard
P.O. Box 3745
Greenville, SC 29608

Al "TEX" BROWNLEE
Artist Repertoire

HOEDOWNS:
TH 507 BLUE RIDGE BREAKDOWN/MOUNTAIN DEW
TH 508 LIZA JANE/CINDY LOU
TH 509 BUZZIN AROUND/JAIL HOUSE JITTERS
TH 510 SOMEBODY'S SOUND/T-BIRD RAG
Bill Volner

Singing Sam
Mitchell

SINGING CALLS:
TB 105 HONEYMOON FEELING by Glenn Walters
TB 110 WALK RIGHT BACK by Singin' Sam Mitchell
TB 111 THE OLD MAN FROM THE MOUNTAIN IS
COMING HOME by Bill Volner
TB 112 SHE CALLED MY BABY by Singin' Sam Mitchell
TB 113 YOU'LL HAVE SUNSHINE WHERE YOU GO
called by Jim Deeter
TB 114 RAMBLIN BILL by Bill Volner
TB 115 DELTA DIRT by Bill Volner

RUTH & REUEL deTURK
1606 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury, Conn. 06070
Phone: 203-658-9417

THE

soo

11110
Jim Deeter

HOURS
Tue. & Thurs. 11-7
Wed. & Fri. 11-9:30
Sat. 11-6 P.M.
Posed Sun. & Mon.

SEND FOR OUR MAIL
ORDER CATALOG

Glenn waiters

...09"1-1 0 P

SOLES

FOR MEN

"CLOUD NINE"
$21.98
Post. $1,50
Sizes 7'4 to

13‘2,0(
Br OW"
NOON

01.

Foam Cushi-

12

on Inside

LOOK! Sizes 13-14-15 $24.98
THE SWINGER SHOE FOR THE GALS
BLACK
WHITE
1 $12.98
PATENT LEATHER WITH MORE
RED
plus $1. Post.
HEEL — 1 3/8" narrow
NAVY BLUE
comb.
SIZES: AA, 6% thru 9;
B, 5 thru 11;
W, 6 thru 10
No half sizes beyond 9
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COUNTER —firm
SUPPORT — steel shank
COMFORT — nylon liner
HIGH FASHION — square toe

71:1
SINGING CALLS
ALL RECORDS ARE REVIEWED AND
WORKSHOPPED BY DOUG EDWARDS.
THEY MAY BE PURCHASED FROM:
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 538
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068
Only one new hoedown this month:
ROLLIN' HARP, Key G/LOWDOWN HARP,
Key G, Kalox 1170. A better than average
hoedown, but not to be classed with some
of the really great hoedowns that have come
out on the Kalox label.
JACK'S SPECIAL— Square Tunes 161
Caller: Jack Lasry
This record has a fine hoedown on the flip
side. The called side by Jack Lasry is the
first workshop record in a series which is
based upon the quarterly experimental figures selected by Callerlab. This record features the new basic "Coordinate" and we
believe both the new record and the new
figure will be an asset to callers and dancers
in getting better acquainted with figures selected by Callerlab. The hoedown is in the
key of G.
BOB CAT RAMBLE— Bob Cat 101
Caller: Bob Augustin
Great music and a fine fast-moving easy
dance. All bobcats are fast-moving if you
holler scat at 'em and get out of the way.
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands,
corner do-sa-do, swing thru, spin the top,
right and left thru, square thru three quarters, corner swing and promenade.
IT'S A GOOD DAY— Windsor 5056
Caller: Andy Rawlinson
It certainly is a good day for hunting up
some of these grand old tunes that everyone
loves, yet have not been done much on the
square dance scene. This is a fine record,
great tune, good dance and fine music. Andy
puts in an alternate break which features
the Grand Parade. FIGURE: Heads square
thru four hands, corner do-sa-do, curlique,
walk and dodge, partner trade, right and
left thru, flutter wheel, slide thru, swing the
corner and promenade.
GET ON MY LOVE TRAIN— Red Boot 178
Caller: Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
Good music with a fast-moving intermediate

figure. Elmer gives us an alternate figure
which features "Coordinate," the same featured basic as on Jack's Special described
above. FIGURE: Heads promenade half
way, in the middle do-sa-do, star thru, pass
thru, swing thru, boys trade, box the gnat,
left allemande, do-sa-do your own, swing
corner and promenade.
I'VE GOT MY BABY ON MY MIND—USA
502; Caller: Shelby Dawson
Good music with an excellently timed
dance. FIGURE: Heads promenade half
way, down the middle and square thru
four hands, do-se-do, join hands and circle
left, pass thru, trade by, swing, left allemande, come back and promenade.
JACK IN THE BOX— Blue Star 2001
Caller: Nate Bliss (Key G)
(Jane's Pick of the Month.) Shades of Rodney Allen Rlppy. Excellent record with
fine timing, cute figure. There are a couple
of tricky spots which callers will have to
watch or they can blow the whole deal.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, lead
right and circle to a line, up and back, right
and left thru, pass thru, tag the line, peel
off, corner swing, left allemande, promenade.
WALK RIGHT BACK— Dance Ranch 628
Caller: Barry Medford (Key B Flat)
This is a great record, but last month the
same title was picked on another label as
one of the top five records of the month.
Usually when the same title comes out on
two records a month or so apart, the first
one gets the breast of pheasant while the
second gets the part that went over the
fence last, even if it is just as good a record.
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands,
corners right and left thru, do-sa-do, make
a wave, ladies trade, ladies run, tag the line,
face right, wheel and deal, circle half way,
swing the corner, promenade.
DRIFTWOOD— Full Time Caller 32005
Caller: Cal Golden
Bouncy music; good moving figure, welltimed. FIGURE: Heads square thru four
hands, curlique with the outside two, walk
and dodge, partner trade, right and left
thru, slide thru, do-se-do ocean wave, recycle, swing corner, allemande new corner,
promenade. Recycle is explained on call
sheet.
DELTA DIRT— Kalox 1169
Caller: Bill Peters
Two recordings of Delta Dirt this month;
this is the best one. FIGURE: Heads square
thru four hands, do-se-do the outside two,
swing thru, boys run right, tag the line, face
right, boys cross run, girls trade, wheel and
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deal, corner swing, promenade.

sa-do and promenade.

MAC NAMARA'S BAND— FTC 32006
Caller: Joe Uebelacher
A good bouncy tune for St. Pat's Day, this
was made many moons ago on MacGregor
and since it has been unavailable for a number of years, it should go over very well.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, lead
right and circle to a line, up and back, right
and left thru, square thru four hands, corner swing, left allemande, promenade.

IDA, SWEET AS APPLE CIDER— Windsor
5055; Caller: Marlin Hill
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands,
right and left thru, rollaway, single circle to
a wave, ladies trade, ladies run right, tag the
line, all face right, wheel and deal, swing
corner and promenade.

NELLIE— LouMac 118
Caller: Mac Letson
Nice moving dance, music fair; the tune is
"Se'eing Nellie Home." FIGURE: Four ladies chain, heads pass thru, cloverleaf, sides
pass thru, curlique, scoot back, boys run
right, square thru three hands, corner swing,
promenade.
MORNING AFTER— Bogan 1263
Caller: Wade Driver
FIGURE: Heads square thru, swing thru,
boys run, couples circulate one time, wheel
and deal, swing thru, boys trade, turn thru
and trade by, swing corner and promenade.
HASTA LA VISTA— Windsor 5054
Caller: Dick Parrish
Good music, fair dance. FIGURE: Heads
square thru four hands, corner do-sa-do,
swing thru, boys run right, couples circulate
one time, wheel and deal, pass thru, trade
by, corner swing, left allemande new corner,
promenade.
TE QUIERO— Bogan 1264
Caller: Lem Smith (Key B Flat)
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, sides
star thru, pass thru, do-sa-do, ocean wave,
fan the top, pass thru, wheel and deal, centers square thru three-quarters, swing corner, left allemande and promenade.
WHY DON'T YOU LOVE ME— USA 503
Caller: Shelby Dawson
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands,
right and left thru, pass thru, trade by,
swing thru, boys run right, couples circulate
one time, couples trade, wheel and deal,
swing corner and promenade.
DELTA DIRT— Thunderbird TB115
Caller: Bill Volner
FIGURE: Four ladies chain three-quarters,
heads promenade three quarters, sides flutter wheel, pass thru, square thru three quarters, swing corner and promenade.
LOVE'S GONNA LIVE HERE— Red Boot
175; Caller: Allen Tipton
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, sides
half square thru, swing thru, boys trade,
turn thru, left allemande, weave the ring, do-
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SWEET BABY JANE— Red Boot 177
Caller: Jim Coppinger
FIGURE: Head couples square thru four
hands, corner do-sa-do, ocean wave, recycle,
face em there and then, curlique, walk and
dodge, partner trade, square thru three quarters, corner swing, promenade.
RAMBLIN' BILL— Thunderbird TB114
Caller: Bill Volner
FIGURE: Heads up and back, flutter wheel,
sweep a quarter, pass thru, right and left
thru, star thru, flutter wheel, reverse the
flutter, promenade.

ENCORE, Continued

say round dancing has "grown up" and
could and will stand alone if square
dancers and callers want it that way.
Each activity has become so advanced
that neither one depends wholly on
the other. If, as frequently expressed
by leaders and callers, round dancing
in an integral part of the square dance
movement, then they should practice
what they profess. Time for teaching
and dancing must be given ungrudgingly, and round dancing must be allowed to grow beyond the two-step
and waltz just as square dancers welcome the challenge of more involved
figures. "We feel that leaders in both
groups should persist in their endeavors to give dancers the full measure of
fun to be had in complementing both
activities."
NEWS, Continued

and Maui. Square dancers will have the
opportunity to attend the 12th Aloha
S/D Convention in Honolulu. The tour
is sponsored by Continental Squares—
U.S.A. (Bob Page Travel), and is open
to any square dancers and their friends.
Write P.O. Box 788, Sandusky, Ohio
44870, for information.
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7th ANNUAL SEPTEMBER FEST S/D Festival
Sept. 20-27, 1975, in two air-conditioned hall:
at Kentucky Dam Village State Park, GilbertsGilbertsville, Ky. Bob Wickers, Allen Tipton, Muellers
F. Bedell. Write Box 190, Murray, Ky. 42071.

PROMENADE HALL
7897 Taft St.
Merrillville, Ind. 46410
For information, call 219-887-1403
TOTAL SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM!

SPRING FESTIVAL, Memorial Hall, University of Akron, Ohio; April 19; Beryl Main,
Roger Chapman, Jack Hague, Vince DiCaudo,
Iry & Betty Easterday. Write Alan Sparhawk,
2369 Tallmadge, Ravenna, OH 44226.

FIVE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING —
Fun Fest, Accent on Rounds with Squares,
Rebel Roundup, Swap Shop & Fall Jubilee.
Write Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam,
North Carolina 28733.

APRIL IN PARIS Festival, St. Louis Federation, April 18-19; Belle-Clair Expo Hall,
Belleville, Illinois. Singin' Sam Mitchell, Jim
& Bonnie Bahr. Write Jim & Mickey Morris,
4917 Hooke, St. Louis, MO 63115.

11TH Annual JEKYLL ISLAND JAMBOREE
August 15-17. Headquarters: Buccaneer Motor
Lodge. Bob Bennett, Rod Blaylock, Marty &
Byrdie Martin. Write Bob Bennett, 2111 Hillzest Dr., Valdosta, GA 31601.

Annual KELLEY'S ISLAND KAPER: boat
cruise and dance on island in Lake Erie; Sun.
June 15,1975. Callers: Gene Webster & Stan
Burdick. Write 216 Williams St., Huron, OH
44839.

R/D REVIEWS, Continued
I WONDER WHOSE BABY — MGM40321
Choreography by Bill & Marie Brown
Good easy intermediate two step with some
different wrinkles; good music with Jerry
Wallace vocal.

THERE GOES MY EVERYTHING— HI 5N2273; Choreography by Beth & Bob Foust
Good Ace Cannon music; a flowing challenging waltz routine.

MOON RIVER— Telemark 4002
Choreography by Max & Nancy Nosker
Pretty music; high intermediate international waltz routine.

WALTZ ROULETTE— Telemark 1870
Choreography by Frank & Iris Gilbert
Pretty music, "It's All In The Game;" flip
of "Still;" flowing challenging international
waltz.

STAY AS SWEET AS YOU ARE— Dancealong P6085; Emmet & Monette Courtney
Good music and a flowing intermediateplus two step.

THAT'S MY BABY — Hi Hat 933
Choreography by Dorothy & Ian Hay
Good Dixieland music and a spirited easy
intermediate two step.

TENNESSEE SATURDAY NIGHT— HI 5N2273; Choreography by Beth & Bob Foust
Good swinging music and a good intermediate two step.

HOW MANY HEARTS — Hi Hat 933
Choreography by Lou & Pat Barbee
Pretty music and a good easy intermediate
waltz routine.

McGOWAN SIGN COMPANY
507-3454125
1925 Lee Blvd.
MANKATO, MINNESOTA 56001

The Nation's Finest
S/D Promotional Products
Write for Free
MINI STICKERS
Catahog
BUMPER STICKERS
MAGNETICS
NYLON FLAGS
SQUARE DANCE SEALS
DRIP RAIL FLAG HOLDERS
CELLULOID BUTTONS
Dealer Inquiries Invited — Carry The Best!

CALLERS
NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
ALL CALLERS
There is available to you a wealth of material in our most usable "SQUARE
DANCE CALLERS REFERENCE
NOTES." Easy material, challenge material, new material, old material, all
written by and for our members.
LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a free mailing, send a postcard to:
S/D CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA
16404 Ardath Ave, Gardena, Calif. 90247
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PALOMINO
SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
REPRESENTING ONE OF THE TOP RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
IN THE COUNTRY!
COME AND BROWSE . . .
RECORDS
JEWELRY
POTTERY
AND SQUARE DANCE RELATED ITEMS
WE ARE OPEN:
Tue.-Wed.-Thur.-Fri. . . . . 5:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Sunday
12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Mail and phone orders handled promptly. Please include your
address, zip code and phone number when ordering —

2920 Washburn Circle
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55423
612-869-9501
JUDY O'CONNOR
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ladies'
choice
by Judy Ross Smith
from "The New England Caller"

Judy Ross Smith is the author of
"Needle Notes," which contains all
you ever wanted to know about sewing square dance clothes. "Needle
Notes" is available from this magazine
for $5.00.
Every winter season, I have noticed
more and more long sleeves on the ladies at our dances. I think they look
very "elegant," and I have found they
feel good, as long as they fit right. By
fit right, I mean they should fit loosely, and not bind in the shoulder when
the dancer moves. The easiest solution
to this, of course, is to use the puff
sleeve (which you can now find in any
commercial pattern book), varying the
cuff treatment to suit your own taste.
You can use a tailored button cuff (A);
a ruffle (B); a banded edge (C); or an
elastic gathered edge (D).
If the puff sleeve is not for you, use

a set-in sleeve, widening it as you go
down the arm so that it becomes quite
full at the wrist. Do not use a commercial set-in sleeve for this as it would not
be cut for action. Instead, make your
own pattern by laying a standard
sleeve pattern (in your size) down on
a smooth surface, over which you
place a piece of tracing or tissue paper.
With a soft crayon, trace off a cap

C.
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ATTENTION CALLERS !! ! !

1-IARmoNy

TEMPO

is Our Specialty!

Now Available for Full-time Traveling

Smooth-flowing, mind-tickling material using 75-plus-10 basics and
movements especially designed for
club dancing. Published four times a
year, Jan., April. July, Oct., by
JEANNE MOODY
632 University Avenue, Salinas, CA 93901

BOB & LORRIE MORRISON

$10.50 per year

1926 Fairmont Parkway
Erie, Pennsylvania Phone: 814-454-1745

Complimentary copy on request

Our Motto: Calling For Your Pleasure

sleeve as shown in diagram by broken
line. This will have no front or back
and can be used on either side, either
way It makes a very nice little cap
sleeve, as well as a good guide for all
set-in square dance sleeves. Sketches
D, E, F, G, and H show you some possible variations of the set-in full long
sleeve.

STOP BLIND RECORD BUYS!
S3.00 will bring you our tape and
information on how you can continue
this service FREE OF CHARGE every
OLD AND NEW
ALL AVAILABLE RECORDS —

month. Tapes are at 3 3/4 speed.
Reel to Reel or Cassette

Largest Record Dealer West of the Mississippi
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 33rd Ave. Sacramento, CA (421-1518)
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REJECTS, Continued

more couples were found who wanted
to learn. I just couldn't believe it.
Here was a beginner class, enthusiastic
and ready to go. I wanted to be a caller
someday and they wanted to dance.
One couple said their dream was to be
able to go to San Antonio. We started
in January, right from the beginning,
and met every Tuesday 'til the end of
March, and darn if we didn't get
through the first 50 and move into the
last 25. Then, as much as I hated it,
we had to bid them all a fond farewell
because my wife and I were ready for
our last trip to Utah where we are now
living.
It just wasn't right leaving one
square of dancers, on the threshold of
club level dancing, with no club to join
and no one to help them over the
hump. I tried to get a friend to carry
them a little further but he wasn't able to. Of course, Mr. Blackburn, who
enjoyed a little kidding, always referred to our group as the "Rejects".
It was the painful truth, but had that
ring, "We'd rather fight than switch",
so after some joking about it, we all
ordered "Reject" badges so everyone
would have an honest name tag to wear.
It's been over nine months since we
last saw our determined square of dancers, but informers tell us that the one
couple did go to San Antonio and are
now independent dancers while Blackburns are back in Rob's beginner class
and enjoying every minute of it. They
wear their "Reject" pins but have put
a piece of tape over the "Reject". Everyone asks what's under the tape but
they're not going to tell until they've
come all the way and can prove to anyone that "Rejects" can dance with the
best.

REJECT
3red gorses
DUCHESNEUTAH

Sketches I and J show two possible
uses of braid, and K shows lace or ruffle on a buttoned cuff. L shows a raglan sleeve which I have seen on several
blouses in the pattern books, and M
shows a nice use of elastic thread in
Simplicity pattern 3011. (The Empire
waistline of this pattern is not suitable
for square dancing, however, unless
someone were looking for a maternity
square dance dress. Then it might work
very well, provided the skirt could be
made fuller, possibly tiered.)
The long full sleeves can be made
in any light-weight material but the
sheers are exceptionally pretty, and
soft chiffon drapes beautifully, as does
light-weight jersey.
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SPINNER

LOOK FOR OUR
SHOES AT YOUR
FAVORITE LOCAL
SQUARE DANCE OR
WESTERN STORE.

THE NATION'S =1 SQUARE DANCE SHOES
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Sketchpad Commentary

SYMBOLS
WITH GREAT
SIGNIFICANCE...

THE PAST

GACY
THE FUTURE...
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WORKSHOP, Continued

Swing thru, cast off %, boys trade
Boys run, wheel and deal
Square thru %, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, transfer the column
Swing thru, cast off 3/4, boys trade
Spin the top, right and left thru
Crosstrail, left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, transfer the column
Swing thru, cast off %
Boys trade, spin the top, curlique
Eight circulate, boys run
Left allemande

Heads lead right circle to a line
Right and left thru, rollaway
Curlique, split transfer
Walk and dodge, California twirl
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, transfer the column
Swing thru, scoot back, split transfer
Boys run, swing thru, box the gnat
Square thru 3/4, left allemande
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE magazine
WORKSHOP features original material submitted to the editor. New ideas are presented
each month. Mail new and creative material
to Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, American Squaredance Magazine, P.O. Box 788,
Sandusky, Ohio 44870.

Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Outsides squeeze in to a line
Curlique, transfer the column
Scoot back, split circulate
Boys run, crosstrail
Left allemande

BEST CLUB TRICK, Continued

SPLIT TRANSFER
Heads lead right circle to a line
Curlique, split transfer, boys run
Centers box the gnat, square thru four
Ends slide thru, do-sa-do to a wave
Recycle, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Slide thru, curlique, split transfer
Eight circulate, girls run
Swing thru, eight circulate
Girls trade, recycle, pass to center
Square thru 3/4, left allemande

The Wandering Squares, being province-wide, were pleased to be the vehicle through which the Alberta Square
and Round Dance Federation was organized. We are enthusiastic supporters
of the Federation Convention each
year. Having several caller-members,
equipment, records and encouragement always available and being in the
midst of willing dancers to practice on,
many of our young (and not so young)
people are "doing us proud" in the calling field.

jzr/key51weThskiorf
Preserits

Shelby Da

USA 101 GOOD 0

mericans
ALBUM

New Releases:
USA 501 Stop and Smell The Roses
USA 502 I've Got My Baby On My Mind
USA 503 Why Don't You Love Me Like
You Used To Do?
Called by Shelby Dawson
Distributed by Corsair Continental
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glover

C Silver
on your lets
0 Gold
0 Black
C White
SIZES 0 THRU 10 510.95
C Bone
GOLD & SILVER $11.95
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0 Red
My usual sire is
Brown
0 Pastel Pink
$1 00 Postage & Handling
C Pastel Blue
California add 6% Tex)
C Yellow
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n MILADY SHOE FASHIONS
k
P 0 Box 20036
Sacramento
90870
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FOLK SONGS AND SINGING GAMES OF THE ILLINOIS OZARKS
Compiled by David S. Macintosh
Published by Southern Illinois University Press
P.O. Box 3697
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Price: $8.95
One hundred thirty-six pages filled
with interesting information for fun
and entertainment make this book a
valuable and useful addition to any
home, school, or public library. The
book has instructions for the dances
and games, and musical examples of
many of the songs. The eighty-four
songs, dances, singing games, and children's rhymes portray the feelings and
postures of a latter day era on everything from politics, marriage, infidelity, courting, crime, drinking, gambling, pestilence, and floods to preserv-

REX
HALL

ing a woman's beauty thru a diet of
buttermilk, corn bread and turnip
greens.
Thanks to David McIntosh and his
pursuit of a lost tradition, the particular heritage of a special section of this
country has been preserved in a most
delightful and entertaining way. This
fascinating portrayal of an area's people, life and customs will be of much
value to the folklorist and musicologist
and a source of new material for a performer of folk music.
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WE USE CUP TYPE IMPORTED AUSTRALIAN RHINESTONES
Co/SIAE

BOG. OH WWI( BADGE WITH CHOICE or STONE COLOR
CAPRI Nu( DE MINE SAPPHIRE 81U( BUCK DIAMOND EMERALD GREEN - PERIDOT REIN
TOPAZ - RUBY RED - ROM - /011OUIL AMElnYST - UNA/ZARIN( DO AURORE BOREAL(
0.. Color Moo Pot lady
LOOM Appoz BO' Tell - Wit Sued To Fit MOM

Send for Free Catalogue on Badges,
Stickers, Accessories, etc.

MAREX Cc.
Boo 371, Champaign, III. 618211
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
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How
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SWOT"
Square
Dancer'

FOR CALLERS: $2.00

S/D CARTOONS

TEACHING AID
52.00

$1.50

A Smooth Dancer
$3 00 copy

ORDER ALL BOOKS FROM THIS MAGAZINE

ASK ABOUT QUANTITY

P.O. Box 788 Sandusky, Ohio 44870 (ppd.)
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First Steps to Contra
ADAPTATIONS. $2.00
by Walt Cole
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Wealth of Info
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Promotional folders
I00 54., 300 = $10.,
500
$16., etc.

Best of Will Orlich
5 yr. collection of
choreo info from
ASD...callers..$S.

CLIP ART BOOK
art to dress up your
flyers, ads, posters
S3.

LONE
When the going seems easy
Make sure you aren't goingdo
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Stretch Pants- cotton,
The shoe most square
•
dancers wear. 1/2 " heel
medium & knee length.
with elastic binding
U
9 rows of 11/4 " lace
around
shoe.
Strap
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Black & White$11.50
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Sliver & Gold. $13.50
multicolor. New: brown,
•
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navy & dark purple.
U
and Narrow
•
S.zes S•m-1 Ext.
•
Postage
.65
immediate
Delivery
I
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MI
•
Write for Free
Indiana Residents add 2% Sales Tax.
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RECORDS

' THE RECORD DESIGNED . . . WITH THE CALLER IN

MIND

I

John &
Wanda
Winter

NEW RELEASES
MAKING THE BEST OF
WW 313
A BAD SITUATION
by Beryl Main
WW 505
WHY ASK FOR THE MOON
(Cued Round)
by John & Wanda Winter

Me.
BO* Of

RECENT RELEASES
WW 704
RAMBLIN' MAN
by Gary Shoemake
WW 127
VW/ 608
Beryl
Main

WW 703
WW 128

LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG
by Don Franklin
HONEYMOON FEELING
by Ken Bower
I BELIEVE IN SUNSHINE
by Gary Shoemake
YOU'RE WEARING ME DOWN
by Don Franklin

MUSIC BY THE VVAGONMASTE RS
P.O. Box 364, Arvada, Colorado 80002
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"WHEW-I MADE IT-THIS IS MY TENTH DANCE
TODAY IN TEN LOCATIONS-NOW DO I GET
MY DINGALING BADGE?"

------------ ----------scope cleccyc6,s 1
I
1
I
1I
1

New Release..

SC587 BELLS OF HOPE
Caller: Jeanne Moody
Salinas, California

4i Recent Releases.'
SC586 THANK YOU WORLD
SC585 ROSES AND THORNS
SC584 I CAN HELP
Hoedowns To Swing By:
I SC317 Hambone/Treat Her Right
SC316 Steel Guitar /Hoedown Blues
! SC315 Boomerang/Banjo Boomer
SC314 Wake Up Jacob/Heck Among Herd
Box 1448 San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
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